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1.1 SUMMARY

A new satellite will be launched by INMARSAT in mid-1990 for future
mobile satellite communication. Frequency re-use is necessary to meet
the requirement for the channel capacity in the limited available
frequencyband. Therefore a multiple beam antenna system will be
employed.
This report contains the results of a parametric study for an antenna
system, that meets the specifications of INMARSAT.
This study discusses at first the specifications of INMARSAT for the
antenna system and the calculation of the co-channel interference
between beams, which use the same frequency-subband. The frequency
re-use plan, that is considered to be the best choice for illumination
of the earth from geostationary orbit is deduced: 19 beams with 9
equally spaced frequency-subbands.
Next the possibilities are investigated to use an offset parabolic
reflector antenna with a cluster of 4 square micros trip antennas as
feed for each beam.
It turns out that the specifications can't be met with a substrate
with a low dielectric constant (f -2.5). It's essential to reduce the

r

size of the patch by taking a substrate with a
constant equal to 10 (e.g. Alumina). A new
"interleaving", offers the possibility to put
micros trip antennas on an equally sized surface.
A co-channel interference of -20 dB or less can be obtained with a
crossover level of -3.75 dB.
The radiation pattern will, however, be influenced by mutual coupling,
because the spacing between patches becomes smaller. Calculations show
that the performance of the system with realistic values for the
mutual coupling depends on the phase of the coupling coefficient. If
the mutual coupling is negative we find an unacceptable increase in
the co-channel interference. However, positive coupling even improves
the co-channel interference level.
The efficiency of the antenna system is 25%.
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1.2 INTRODUCTION

In communication satellite systems, there is an increasing demand for
channel capacity. However, satellite power and bandwidth are both
limited resources.
A possibility to overcome the bandwidth limitation is the application
of frequency re-use by spotbeam discrimination. This means that the
same frequency (subband) is used in more than one antennabeam to
establish independant connections between physically seperated areas
on earth (see fig 1.1):

Fig 1.1: Frequency re-use by spotbeam discrimination

From the foregoing it's clear that making use of a multiple beam
antenna with frequency re-use meets the increasing demand for channel
capacity. A problem, which arises now, is the interference you'll
receive from beams with the same frequency-subband. Interesting
relations for this co-channel interference can be found in § 2.2. The
number of beams, that illuminate the earth, and the number of
frequency-subbands are subject of investigation in section 2.3 . These
numbers are optimised.

Multiple beam antennas consisting of a parabolic reflector with
non-overlapping feeds can't meet the specifications for the satellite
[1], if horn antennas or short back-fire antennas are used. Applying a
cluster of overlapping feeds leads to a heavy, lossy and complex
beamforming network [1,2].
Recent research [3] shows that another class of microwave antennas,
the microstrip patches, offers new possibilities. Microstrip patches
are lightweight and have a low volume in contrast to horn and and
short back-fire antennas.
A parabolic offset reflector with a cluster of 4 square microstrip as
feed for each beam is proposed and investigated. Encouraging results
are predicted with· this new class of microwave antennas in the
remaining part of this report.
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~ SPECIFICATIONS,CO-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE AND FREOUENCY RE-USE

2.1 OVERVIEW OF SPECIFICATIONS OF INMARSAT

The International Maritime Satellite Organization (INMARSAT) has
anticipated a rapid growth in the number of users of its maritime
satellite communications system. It has therefore specified the
specifications for the receiving/transmitting capabilities of an
antenna system, which has to be mounted on a new satellite in
1995. Three satellites are necessary to handle the so-called
Standard-B services in the three ocean regions (Atlantic, Indian
and Pacific).
The purpose of this study is to undertake a parametric
investigation into the possibility of an antenna system, that
satisfies certain constraints.
These specifications are given in this paragraph, followed by a
short discussion.
INMARSAT has given the following specifications [4]:

Standard-B services:

Available Frequency Spectrum - 8 MHz at 1.5/1.6 GHz
Average EIRP/Channel - 11 dBY
Occupied Bandwidth - 20 kHz
Polarisation - Right Hand Circular(RHC)
Isolation Required for
Frequency Re-use - 20 dB
Number of channels - Maximum possible target - 800
Crossover-level - -3 dB
Minimum elevation angle(earth)- 5 degrees

EIRP stands for the Effective Isotropic Radiated Power. In a
formula:

EIRP- G *p
T T

with G- Gain of transmitting antenna (without
T

transmission losses)
P - Transmitted Power

T

So the ratio EIRP/channel is a measure for the necessary power in
a channel.
The available frequency spectrum is 8 MHz. With no frequency
re-use, the maximum number of channels is 400 ( 8MHz/20kHz).
Because the required number of channels is 800, every frequency
has to be used at least twice (frequency re-usefactor ~ 2).
There are two ways to employ frequency re-use:
l.Oual polarisation (e.g. Right and Left Hand Circular

polarization)
2.Illuminate the earth with spotbeams. The total frequencyband is

divided into a number of frequency-subbands and several beams
use the same frequency-subband.

Because RHC polarization is prescribed by INMARSAT, the second
method has to be chosen.
So the antenna system to be developed, has to be a multiple-beam
antenna system. This frequency re-use by spotbeams will be further
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discussed in § 2.3 .
Two specifications of INMARSAT impose severe constraints on the
radiation pattern of a spotbeam:
-The interference between beams with the same frequency-subband
has to be less than -20 dB

-and the crossover-level is about -3 dB.
If you're in a region on earth, illuminated by a spotbeam with
frequency-subband f, you'll always receive some signal of the other
spotbeams, which use the same frequency-subband f. This
interference has to be small (less than -20 dB), because it's very
difficult or even impossible to seperate the distorting signal from
the wanted signal in that region. This maximum level is often
denoted as the co-channel interference instead of required
isolation for frequency re-use. This co-channel interference is
extensively discussed in § 2.2 .

The crossover level between two beams must be ± -3dB. Thus the
maximum admitted power change from the centre of a region compared
to its edge can be 50 % and adjacent beams cross at a minimum
level of -3dB.
The last requirement, that is discussed, is the minimum elevation
angle £. Only the part of the earth to be covered, within which
ground stations have a minimum elevation angle £_5°:

R = radius of the geostationary orbit = 42164.20 km

r = (equatorial) radius .of the earth = 6378.16 km

Fig 2.1 : Covering area

The field of view or halfopening angle a at the satellite can be
calculated to be 8.67 degrees .

In this report we shall mainly investigate the co-channel
interference level.
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2.2 CO-CHANNEL INTERFERENCE

We show in this paragraph how the co-channel interference can be
determined and calculate the maximum side10be levels, which can
meet the co-channel interference requirement.

Let's assume we have a feed and a parabolic (offset) reflector as
antenna system. Then the radiation pattern of this system consists
of one main-lobe and several side1obes. The radiation pattern of
the copo1arized components of two beams, which radiate in
different directions, and there -3dB contours are plotted in Fig
2.2.a and 2.2.b respectively:

Gain (dB)
, ......... --. ,

\
\,
\

- 10

-20

-30
--():---O-=----L..--:--'-----I---:-....1----.,.-()--()--()

1 scan 4

G - Maximum co-channel interference caused by beam A
IA

G - Maximum co-channel interference caused by beam B
IB

y

B:
x

Fig 2.2 : Radiation pattern and contourp1ot of 2 beams

The directivity of beam A and B are equal. The contourp1ots show
which regions on earth the beams cover.
The half-power beamwidths of the beams A resp Bare:

9-3dbA 19
1 1 + 19

2 1

9.3dbB- 19
4 . 93 \

in the considered plane.

Definition of co-channel interference

Suppose the beams use the same frequency-subband, then you'll
always receive 2 signals on earth, when you're in the region,
illuminated by beam A: The desired signal of beam A and the
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(2.2.1)

smaller interfering signal of beam B.(See Fig 2.2.a)
This co-channel interference has to be limited to -20 dB. This
means that in the whole region of beam A, the interfering signal
of beam B has to be -20 dB less than the signal from beam A at the
same place. In formula:

E
B

(8,rp)
Gu (8 ,rp)-201ogl-=--

E
A

(8,rp)

for every combination of 8 and rp in region A.

The co-channel interference of beam B can be calculated in the
same way with B and A exhanged.
In the worst case, the electric fields of both beams are in phase.
Equation (2.2.1) can be rewritten as follows:

G (8,rp) - 20 log
IA

(2.2.2)

I E(8,rp) I
A

This function G (8,rp) can be deduced from the radiation pattern.
IA

Relevant range of sidelobe-levels in the~ situation

When is this co-channel interference less than -20 dB ?
Let's assume that the two interfering beams use the
frequency-subband and have an equal radiation pattern (
directivity and sidelobe-levels): the ideal case.
crossover-level is -3 dB between adjacent beams.

same
equal

The

Figure 2.3 shows several situations that can occur:

Gain (dB)

'\
\

\

- .....

<

__....".....-..;;.3..;;.O~_...."..... -:-----':......,..__"....-__,

8 0 8 8 8 ,
1 2 3 a c aD 4

') (' l
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Fig 2.3 Equal sidelobes, but different
interference levels

Fig 2.3 a and b show the situation that the first sidelobe
determines the co-channel interference and in Fig 2.3.c the second
sidelobe. Because an antenna system with the co-channel
interference constraint imposed on the second sidelobe instead of
the first sidelobe is easier to design, the situation in Fig 2.3.c
is preferrable.
The difference between Fig 2.3.a and Fig 2.3.b is that situation a
is the worst case situation: the maximum of the interference level
coincides with the minimal main-beam level, so that the co-channel
interference will be as large as possible (with these radiation
patterns). Whereas in Fig 2.3.b the optimal situation occurs. The
co-channel interference will be lower compared to Fig 2.3.a,
because the maximum of the interference level (first sidelobe)
does not coincide with the minimum of the main beam level, but
wi th the maximum of the beam ( 0 dB).

We can now deduce the interesting range of sidelobe-levels, that
satisfy the co-channel interference constraint.

Let's define
L (',~) level of copolar fieldstrength in dB of beam A

A

and
LB("~) level of copolar fieldstrength in dB of beam B.

We can then rewrite the co-channel interference constraint in
worst case (equation 2.2.2):

7



LA(8,~) - LB(8,~) ~ 20 (2.2.3)

for the relevant range of angles 8 and ~.

The interesting range of 8 in Fig 2.3 is always 81~ 8 ~ 8
2

for

beam A and 8 ~ 8 ~ 8 for beam B. These ranges are indicated with
3 4

Because the crossover level should be -3 dB, L (8,rp) can take
A

values between -3 and zero.

Three relevant ranges of sidelobe levels can be found in which the
interference constraint is met or not met (equation 2.2.3):

LB(8,~) ~ -23.0 dB

If L (e,~) is less than -23.0 dB, then equation (2.2.3) will
B

always be satisfied. In Fig 2.3 a and b should the first
sidelobe-level be less than -23.0 dB and in Fig 2.3.c the second
sidelobe-Ievel.

-23.0 < L (8,~) ~ -20.0 dB
B

Equation (2.2.3) will not always be satisfied.
In the worst case, the situation in Fig 2.3.a occurs, then the
co-channel interference will be too high at angle 8-8 . If the

2-

maximum level of the interfering beam does not coincide with with
the maximum, then L (8 ,~) can vary from -23 dB (worst case) to

B

-20.0 dB (the optimal case,Fig2.3.b). So whether the co-channel
interference constraint will be met or not depends on the sidelobe
location of the interfering beam and the location of the
interfering beam.

L (8,~) > -20.0 dB
B

The co-channel interference will always be too large.

So if beam A and B have an equal radiation pattern (equal
directivity and equal sidelobe-Ievels), then the interesting
ranges of sidelobe-Ievels are:

L (9,~) ~ -23.0 dB : Interference level always less than -20 dB.
B

-23.0 < LB(8,~) ~ -20.0 dB : Depends on the locations of the

sidelobes of interfering beam and

the location of the interfering beam

L
B
(9,rp) > -20.0 dB : Interference level always too large.

Table 2.1: interesting range of sidelobe-1evel in case of
1 equal interferer

8



Relevant range of sidelobe-1evels in practical situations

There are ,however, two fac tors, that influence the co - channe1
interference:
1. A scanned beam has a radiation pattern, that differs from the

the un-scanned (-central) beam.
2. The number of interferers> 1.

M 1:
An example of the radiation pattern of a central beam and a
realistic scanned beam in a paraboloid configuration is given in
Fig 2.4 :

-----~o-------~----4 e
&~

Fig 2.4: Radiation pattern of a central and a realistic
scanned beam.

The central beam (beam A ) has a symmetric radiation pattern with
a normalized gain of 0 dB and first and second sidelobe-levels Su
and Su respectively.
The scanned beam (beam B) has an asymmetric radiation pattern. The
sidelobe levels between 6-0 and the scan-direction 6-8

scan

increase. (SlbL and SZhL are larger than SlA resp. Su and SlbR
resp. S2bR). The sidelobes "right" of 6 are smaller.

scan

Besides. the scanned beam and the central beam have different
directivities. (This is illustrated in Appendix III)
Both effects, gain-differences and the increase in sidelobe-level,
increase with 8

scan

That an increase in sidelobe-level makes the co-channel
interference worse will be clear from the foregoing. You can see
in Fig 2.5 that a gain-difference also makes the co-channel
interference worse:

9



SEAM A SEItH 8

Fig 2.5: Co-channel interference if two beams have a
different directivity

The maximum co-channel interference in region A, given by G
IB

, is

larger than the co-channel interference in region B I

The co-channel interference will increase in practical situations
with ± 2 dB due to the more realistic radiation pattern of a
scanned beam. Thus the interesting range of the sidelobe-level of
the central beam in case of 1 realistic interferer will change
(see Table 2.2):

of sidelobe level in case of
a realistic radiation pattern

L(8,~) > -22 dB
B

Table 2.2 : Interesting range
1 interferer with

L (8,~) s 25.0 dB : Co-channel interference always s-20 dB
B

-25.0 S L (8 ,~) S -22 dB: Depends on the location of
B

sidelobes of the interfering beam and
the location of the interfering beam

Co-channel interference too large.

Ad ,2.:
The co-channel interference level formula (2.2. 2) in the worst
case can be extended to a number of m interferers:

E (8,~)
A

G - 20 log ------
I

(2.2.3)

This worst case implies that all the interfering electric fields
have the same phase. This will fortunately seldom happen.

By way of example this increase in co-channel interference in
worst case as a function of the number of equivalent interferers
(same radiation patern and directivity) is given in Table 2.3 [5]:

10



m increase in co-channel interference (dB)

1 0.0
2 6.0
3 9.5
4 12.0

Table 2.3 Increase interference level in case of
m equivalent interferers

This increase is going very rapidly!
As an example:
The interesting range of side1obe-1evels in case of 2 equal
interferers drops 6.0 dB, from less than -20 dB to less than only
-26 dB. The sidelobe level has to be less than -29 dB instead of
-23 dB to ensure that the co-channel interference is always less
than -20 dB. These low values for sidelobes are difficult to
obtain!

11



2.3 FREQUENCY RE-USE BY SPOTBEAMS

In this paragraph the following question will be discussed:
Can a coverage of the earth be chosen, which makes the design of
the antenna system not too complicated? In finding an answer, the
critical parameters in this whole designing process will become
clear. The required number of spotbeams and frequency-subbands will
be obtained as a result of this trade-off.
(The term spotbeam will be abbreviated to beam in this and
following paragraphs)

The earth is illuminated by a number of beams, that are arranged
in a hexagonal grid (Fig 2.6):

Fig 2.6 : Hexagonal and square grid

This arrangement has in contrast to the square grid a relative
small overlap. The circles in Fig 2.6 denote the -3 dB contours of
the beams. It should be noted that in practice not all the beams
will be exactly circles, because
-the -3dB contour of a beam will not be axis-symmetric
-a circle projected on the earth will be an ellipse rather than a
circle. This phenomenon will be discussed and illustrated
in § 4.7.1 .

The earth, seen from a geostationary satellite, is approximately a
circle. The coverage of the earth can be carried out with 1,7,19
or 37 beams (and more):

1 beam 7 beams 19 beams
r - radius of area covered

c

r -radius of one beam (-3 dB contour)
b

Fig 2.7 : Covering a circular area with a hexagonal grid

12
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It should be noted that the beamwidths of the various beams are
unequal. If the principle of frequency re-use is applied, then
several beams use the same frequency-subband. Smulders [5] has
investigated the frequency re-use plan in detail. His conclusion
is that the earth can be covered with 1. 7. 19 or 37 beams in a
hexagonal grid to ensure that the co-channel beams are placed as
far apart as possible.
The case of 1 beam or 37 beams will be rejected. because
-there is no multiple-beam antenna system with just one beam and
frequency re-use can't be applied

-37 beams require a great number of feeds. which have to be fed
by a complicated beam forming network.
For practical reasons only the cases of 7 and 19 beams will be
considered.

Division of freguencybeand on first hand

Now the frequencyband has to be optimally divided over the beams.
The optimal division must ensure a frequency re-use factor ~ 2 and
the lowest constraints for the radiation pattern for every beam.
Suppose we have a frequencyband f • which is divided into N
equally spaced frequencyssubbands f .f .f •....• f . Then several

123 N
frequency re-use plans for earth coverage can be drawn(see Fig 2.8
[5]) :

i. f.. I. l. , fft I b, I J..
~• I

1 2
~: ~ -:3 "3 ~: 1 2.

.>-

:)) N ='3 b) N= 4-

I ia
I

b .P •
I ~ , I'l, fJ .f4 f

:#: 1 6 6 #: ? 4 4 4-

c)N=3 d)N=4

,f. IV ./, .f. Itf ,f• •" ,1. .i, I

rJ'~rF~r~"-'~~~%11 13222 3

f)N= q
oJ

Fig 2.8 Frequency re-use plans for earth coverage
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N stands for the number of frequency-subbands.
The number i in the circle indicates the frequency-subband number
£i ' which is used for that beam.

The term "frequency re-use factor" is introduced [5]:

n- total numbers of beams (7 or 19)
number of equally spaced subbands (-N)

The value for n is shown in Table 2.4 for several numbers of
frequency-subbands:

number of N 3 4 7 9
beams

7 2.33 1. 75 1.00

19 6.33 4.75 2.71 2.11

Table 2.4 : Frequency re-use factor

The frequency re-use factor has to be at least equal to 2 (~2).

The values of n, that satisfy this condition, are underlined in
Table 2.4 . These combinations of N and the numbers of beams could
be chosen for the antenna system. A specific choice has, however,
consequences for the design of the antenna system.

If the frequency re-use factor is exactly 2.0, then every
frequency has to be used twice to obtain the desired 800 channels.
Every beam must support the same maximum number of channels.
If the frequency re-use is larger, then not every beam has to
support the same maximum number of channels to obtain 800
channels. So a non-uniform traffic distribution between beams is
admitted. Because the geographical distribution of traffic is not
uniform (see appendix I), a larger frequency re-use is preferred.
(It's also possible to get a higher traffic variation by using
unequally spaced subbands. But we'll restrict ourselves to the
case of equally spaced subbands and try to obtain the highest
frequency re-use factor n )

Definite coverage Qf earth

Which combination(s) of number of frequency-subbands(N) and number
of beams(7 or 19) can be realized? (with the desire of a great
frequency re-use factor in mind)

7 beams for earth coverage
As shown in Table 2.4 we're restricted to the application of three
equally spaced frequency-subbands. See Fig 2.8.a for the frequency
re-use plan in question.
It implies that the co-channel beams have to be located rather
close to each other and the number of interferers is equal to 2.
This puts such heavy constraints on the sidelobes (§2.2), that it
will turn out to be impossible to obtain a sufficiently low
co-channel interference level.

14



19 beams for earth coverage
The same consideration is valid in relation to the application of
3 frequency-subbands (N-3) in the case of 19 beams, where the
situation is even worse, because the number of interferers is even
greater.
Even the application of 4 frequency-subbands (N-4) will prove to
lead to a co-channel interference level, that is too high;
particularly because of the interference of at least 3
co-channels, wheras the interference caused by just I co-channel
might be sufficiently low.
If 7 or 9 frequency-subbands are used, then
-the co-channels are spaced rather far away
-the maximum number of co-channels is 2.
The case of (N-7) has the advantage of a higher frequency re-use
factor. The interfering beams are put more close to each other
(see Fig 2.8).

Conclusion

A preliminary conclusion of this paragraph can be formulated as
follows:
A frequency re-use factor n ~ 2 can best be obtained by
illuminating the earth with 19 spotbeams and the total
frequencyband divided in 7 or 9 equally spaced frequency-subbands,
with a preference for 7.

In chapter 4, an antenna system will be developed which creates 19
beams. A choice will be made in that chapter for 7 or 9 equally
spaced subbands.

Beam numbering

The numbering of the 19 beams , which will be used throughout this
report, are shown in Fig 2.9 together with, in Table 2.5, the
desired 8 and ~

scan scan

Fig 2.9

Half-power beamwidth-6 - 4.8 degrees
-3dB

Beamnwnbering

15



Beam number e rp Beam number e rp
scan scan scan scan

1 0.00 0 11 7.20 0
2 4.16 90 12 8.31 -30
3 4.16 30 13 7.20 -60
4 4.16 -30 14 8.31 -90
5 4.16 -90 15 7.20 -120
6 4.16 -150 16 8.31 -150
7 4.16 150 17 7.20 180
8 8.31 90 18 8.31 150
9 7.20 60 19 7.20 120

10 8.31 30

Table 2.5 : desired scan direction of 19 spotbeams
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~ SYSTEM ELEMENTS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the system elements: the reflector and the
feed.
The type of reflector and feed has to be carefully chosen, such
that the antenna system design won't be unnecessarily difficult or
even impossible. This choice is made in section3.2.
The parabolic offset reflector used is discussed in § 3.3. The
calculation of the radiation pattern will become clear in this
paragraph and simple formulas will be derived for the scan
performance of a parabolic offset reflector antenna system.
Microstrip antennas become more important in recent antenna
developments and will be used in our antenna configuration. The
formulas of the radiation pattern of a single and a cluster
micros trip antennas and the influence of feed parameters (like
dielectric constant of the substrate) on the slope of the
radiation pattern can be found in § 3.4 ..

3.2 CHOICE OF TYPE OF REFLECTOR AND FEED

This paragraph shows us why a parabolic offset reflector and
micros trip antennas are chosen for the antenna system.

Some considerations about the reflector

The first question that arises, is : Is a reflector necessary?
The answer is yes.
The antenna system has to create 19 beams which have a small
half-power beamwidth (9 ) and very low sidelobes. We can

-3dB

create a beam with no reflector and multiple feeds. This requires,
however, a very large number of feeds to create 19 beams. Not only
the total surface of the feeds becomes very large but the beam
forming network will be very complicated and lossy as well.
If we use a reflector with one or a few feeds per beam, we need
less feeds to create a beam with a small half-power beamwidth. And
we can change the radiation pattern not only with choice of the
feed, but with the size and other parameters of the reflector as
well!
So we'll chose an antenna system with a reflector.

Which reflector?

In literature references [1] and [6] several reflector
configurations are considered for a satellite, like the offset
parabolic -, the offset spherical - and dual reflector antenna.
A major advantage of the offset parabolic reflector is, that it
offers the best aperture efficiency for a given side-lobe
specification; hence the overall mass and size( 2 important
aspects for satellite) of the antenna is likely to be less than
that of any alternative reflector configuration employing a
similar feed system.
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can't be
radiation

The symmetrical parabolic reflector
aperture blocking will degradate the
specially the side-lobes too seriously.

used, because
pattern and

The scan performance of the offset parabolic reflector is limited
however. Scanning can be obtained by a displacement of the feed
away from the focal point of the reflector. This displacement
introduces a phase error across the reflector aperture and gain
loss and sidelobe degradation will occur. Coma and astigmatism
limit the practical scan range of the offset perabolic reflector
to 3 or 4 beamwidths. In our situation the illumination of the
earth does not exceed this scan range because 19 beams are used
with a beamwidth of ± 4.8 degrees. The maximum scan-range is
8.31 degrees ( s 2 beamwidths; Table 2.5)

A minor disadvantage is that with circular polarization
"beamsquint" will occur. The beam, from a feed placed in the focus
of the reflector, will be squinted from the mechanical boresight.
This beamsquint (~s) is for practical systems small and is given
by the formula [6]:

~s-arcsin( sin e /4~F)o
with e - offset angle

o

F - focal distance of parabolic reflector

(3.1)

So the parabolic offset reflector configuration is chosen.
From this configuration is known that low sidelobes can be
achieved by a low reflector-edge illumination! Thus the feed ,we
are looking for, must have a steep slope in the radiation pattern.

Some considerations about the feed

It's obvious to take a horn antenna or a corrugated horn antenna
as feed for the offset reflector. The behaviour of these horns are
well known and many of them are available at the Technical
University of Eindhoven.
But horn antennas have some disadvantages in the multiple beam
configuration considered:
-Horn antennas are heavier and consume a larger volume. Because
satellite launchers have a limited capacity, a reduction in
weight and volume can save a lot of dollars.
-The application of one horn antenna for each beam is impossible.
The diameter of the horn antenna has to be large ( 2 or 3
wavelengths) to obtain a radiation pattern of the feed, which has
a slope that is steep enough to give a low edge-illumination on
the reflector. A low edge-illumination leads to low sidelobes,
which were necessary for the co-channel interference. The
consequence of a large diameter is that it is impossible to
obtain beams, that are contiguous and have a sufficiently low
co-channel interference to employ frequency re-use.
-A solution can be found in taking a cluster of 7 feeds per beam,
whereas 1,2 or 4 of the cluster elements have to be shared
between adjacent clusters [1]. See Fig 3.1:
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Fig 3.1 : The sharing of elements between clusters

Now this sharing of elements makes it necessary to apply a
multiple beam forming network, which is heavy, lossy and produces
extra heat, which has to be radiated via extra thermal radiators.
In brief: the sharing of elements lead to complexity [2].
So horn antennas don't seem to be suitable for our problem.

A quite recent new class of microwave antennas offers
possibilities. The new class consists of microstrip antennas.
are small and lightweight and microstripantennas have been
with encouraging results in several applications [3].
That's why clusters of 4 micros trip antennas are investigated as
feeds for the desired multiple beam antenna system.
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3.3 Parabolic Offset Reflector

3.3.1 Geometry

Point of departure in our analysis will be a parabolic offset
reflector with a circular projected aperture( see Fig 3.2). The
focus of the reflector will be located in the origin and the focal
distance is F. For the definition of the variables we refer to
Figure 3.2 :

x

_---.JL:lII~:L-----_+ Z

C'
F •

x

20

-----~..d::=.-----L..:....-----------.I..I)z

9 - offset angleo

Fig 3.2 : Geometry of parabolic offset reflector and
far-field and reflector-coordinates

-+
The far-field coordinates are e - (p,8,rp).
The reflector coordinates are p - (p ,9 ,rp ).

p p p p
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The paraboloid is defined by

(3.2)

carthesian coordinates

spherical coordinates

cylindrical coordinates

- Fz P

---7-2......;F~__.,.....
P - ...,.P (1- cos 9 )

2 P
r

z-_P_- F
P 4F

2 2
X + Y

P P
4F

p is the distance from the origin to a reflector point.
P

Fig 3.3 shows us the offset-angle 6 and subtended-angle 6 •o 1

)(

a

h

;.,-.-L..-I.;;:;:::,;jL.--...L--- ---+z
• t

F

Fig 3.3 : Definition of the offset-angle and subtended angle

The offset angle 6 and subtended angle 8 are defined by:o 1

htan 6 - -~--
o h2

F - 4F

(3.3)

6 - 0.5*(Q -Q )- 0.5*{ arctan (
1 1 2

h + a
2

F- (h+a)
4F

) -

) }arctan ( h - a
2

F- (h-a)
4F

It must be noted that 6 + 6 ~ Q and 6 - 6 ~ Q .(7]
011 012

The subtended angle can be about 20 degrees in practical systems.
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....
H (p ,8 ,f{) ), can be separated

1 p P p

f{)-direction(See section 3.4):

3.3.2 Calculation of radiation pattern

The calculation of the radiation pattern of reflector antennas is
often very time consuming. Streng (7] has found an efficient
numerical computation of the far field of an offset parabolic
reflector antenna.
He integrates the surface currents to obtain the far field. This
integration is solved with a sampling technique, which is much
faster than direct numerical integration.
The computed results agree very well with measurements and
therefore we can use his computerprogram.

The program needs some paraboloid parameters and the incident
magnetic field on all the reflector sampling points p (see fig

p

3.2) as input.
We know , however, only the incident electric field at the
reflector (§ 3.4)and a short transformation has to be executed:....
The incident electric and magnetic field, E (p ,6 ,f{) )and

1 p P P
in two components in 8- and

....
E (p ,8 ,f{) ) - E ~(p ,8 ,f{) )4~

1 p P P 111 P P P 11

....
H (p ,8 ,f{) - H ~(p ,8 ,f{) )a~

1 p P P 111 P P P 11

+

+
(3.4)

Electric - and magnetic fields are connected by the following
relation [8]:

....
H(p,8,f{) -

....
p x E(p,8,f{)

p

120 ft"
(3.5)

This relation is usable for the incident electric field on the
reflector, if the parabolic reflector is in the far field of the
feed. Inserting relation (3.4) into (3.5) results in:

H ~ (p ,8 ,cp )
iv P P P

E (p,8,f{)/ 120ft"
1CP P P P

H (p, 8 ,cp ) - + E ~(p ,8 ,cp )/ 120ft"
1cpppp ivppp

(3.6)

The electric field of one micros trip antenna and a cluster of
microstrip antennas are derived in § 3.4 .
The central feed radiates his maximum straight forward and points....
at a reference point p - (p ,8 ,0). 8 is the offset angle and

R ROO

PR- 2F/(1+cos(8
0
» .

The other feeds point to this reference point as well. All tht:!
feeds lie on a flat surface perpendicular to the offset-plane, for
ease of fabrication.So we can now calculate the radiation pattern
of the whole antenna system.
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It's not necessary to calculate the radiation pattern to determine
the half-power beamwidth 0 • This half-power beamwidth can be

-3dB

approximated with a simple formula [8]:

2( 1I'D) ,., 40.000

~ - 02 (degrees)
-3dB

with D- diameter of the parabolic reflector

(3.6.b)

find that the
D) of the

to obtain a

(Assuming that the antenna-efficiency is 100%)
Though this formula is not very accurate, we
diameter of the circular proj ected aperture (2a
reflector has to be about 13 wavelenghts large
half-power beamwidth (0 ) of 4.8 degrees.

-3dB

3.3.3 Prediction of scan-angle

A feeddisplacement out of focus results in a radiation pattern
with a maximum in a certain scan-direction (0 ,f() ). In our

.can .can

situation we would like to know where to place the feed for the
desired scan-directions of the 19 beams (see table 2.3).
This can be done by trying several feeddisplacements and calculate
the radiation pattern and hoping that the desired scan direction
will be found. This way is rather time-consuming. We would like to
use a formula, with which we can predict the scan-direction as a
function of the feeddisplacement within a reasonable accuracy.
Such a formula will be deduced in this paragraph with an accuracy
in first attempt of 93 %.

\

o-offset angle
o

and scan-direction in case of
reflector

y
~'

: Feeddisplacement
offset parabolic

23
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Streng [7] has derived a complicated method to do this. Because we
want a flat surface for ease of production, his method can't be
used. The resulting feed displacements will lead to a surface,
that is not flat.
Therefore we have to develop an other method.
Janssen [9] gives predictive scan-formulas for the offset
hyperboloid as a function of the feeddisplacement. It's well knwon
that a paraboloid is a hyperboloid with an eccentricity (e) equal
to one.
This situation is sketched in figure 3.4:
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• -+The feed d1splacement E- (E ,E ,E )- E 4 + E 4 +E 4 can also be
x y Z xx yy ZE

written in x' ,y' and z'-coordinates:

E - E cos 8 + E sin 8x' x 0 Z 0

E - E (3.7)
y' y

E --E sin 8 + E cos 8 - 0 (flat surface through origin)
z' Z 0 Z 0

The predictive scan formulas are:

2 2

arctan (
E ,+ E

y' )8 x (3.8.a)
aean Poffa

+ E
z'

E
y'

fPaea n
-arctan -- (3.8.b)

-E
x'

and p .p. 2F/(1+cos8 ) (3.8.c)
offa R 0

Relation (3.8.a) will be correct for relatively small values of
8 . So for small feeddisp1acements in connection with a large

aean

focal distance F.
But the maximum feeddisplacement (in the antenna system discussed
in section 4.7) is about 3 wavelengths and the focal distance is
rather small. So a deviation can be expected.

Calculations estimate the value of the accuracy of formula (3.8.a)
in our antenna system. (The focal distance F-17 ~ and 8 - 41.11o 0

degrees. These parameters are from the antenna system further
discussed in section 4.7 ).
The expected feeddisp1acement for the desired
scan-directions (8 ,fP ) of table 2.3 are calculated

aean,de a aean,de.

with relation 3.8 These desired scan-directions have been
compared with the realized scan-direction (8 ,rp ) ,obtained

. aean aean

by calculating the radiation pattern according to the formulas in
§ 3.3.2 and the computer program of Streng [7].
The results for three beams are given in Table 3.1:

, and rp in degrees

Beamnr , 8 Deviation(D)
fean,d.a fPaean,d.a aean aean

3 4.16 3.95 -5 , 30 29

5 4.16 4.14 +2 , -90 -90

12 8.31 8.21 -1 , ·30 -30

Table 3.1 : Deviation in scan-direction for 3 beams

(Appendix 3 gives an overview of the feeddisplacements and
resulting scan directions for 19 beams of this antenna system)
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We can see that the deviation in the ~ formula (3.B.b) can be
acan

neglected. Relation (3.B.a) has a small deviation (0) which seems
to be arbitrary. Arbitrary in the sense that no reasons can be
given, that explain the differences in deviation.
The maximum deviation proved to be 7 %. The average deviation is 2
or 3 %. So the formulas have already a high accuracy in first
attempt.

The exact values of the feeddisplacement E • and E. , which is
x y

necessary for the desired scan-direction (9 d'~ d) •
scan, ea scan, ea

could be immediately deduced of the percentage of deviation (0)
with the following relation:

E -x' exact (1 - 0)* Ex.
(3.9)

E. - (1 - D)* E I
Y exact Y

The deviation between desired and realized scan-direction with
these improved f I and f , was less than 1 , !

x exact y exact

Conclusion
So in order to calculate the "first order" feeddisplacement f ,and

x

f I' which yield to a desired scan-direction, use relation (3.B) .
y

The deviations in the desired scandirection can be corrected with
a simple deviation relation (3.9). This second step, however, can
be omitted if the first step leads to an acceptable beam
deviation. (See section 4.7.1)
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3.4 Square microstrip antennas

3.4.1 A single microstripantenna

We now come to the antenna, which will be used as a feed in the
paraboloid configuration.
We'll calculate the radiation pattern of a single micros trip
antenna and consider the influence of the height and the
dielectric constant of the substrate on the efficiency, bandwidth
and gain of a single microstrip antenna in this paragraph.
But first an introduction

Let's define the microstripantenna:
A microstrip antenna in its simplest configuration consists of a
radiating patch on one side of a dielectric substrate, which has a
ground plane on the other side [10]:

Radiatino Patch

, LGround Plane
LDi,lectrlc Sllbstlote

Fig 3.5 : Microstrip antenna configuration

The height of the substrate is usually a fraction of a wavelength
The patch conductors, normally of copper and gold, can assume
virtually any shape, but conventional shapes are rectangular and
circular disk microstrip antennas. In this report, chosen is for
the rectangular microstrip antenna. The differences in radiating
characteristics are small between the two mentioned antennas.

Principle of radiation

Radiation from microstrip antennas occurs from the fringing fields
at the open-circuited edges of the patch. This is illustrated in
Fig 3.6 in the case of a rectangular micros trip antenna:
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Patch Radiator

Ground P'ane
Substrate

(a)

t-frrr'7"7""r.~"""""''"7''rT"7'"7'7'''.~,--

(e)

Fig 3.6 a: Rectangular microstrip patch antenna
b: Side-view
c: Top-view

No variations of the electric field along the width (W) and the
thickness of the subtrate are assumed.
The fields vary along the patch length I which is about half a
wavelength in the substrate (A/2- A /2)£ ). The fields at the end

o r

can be resolved into normal and tangential components with respect
to the ground plane. The normal components are out of phase
because the patch is A/2 long; therefore the far field produced by
them cancel out in broadside direction. The tangential components
(those parallel to the ground plane) are in phase and the
resulting fields combine to give maximum radiated field normal to
the surface of the structure; i.e., the broadside direction.
Therefore, the patch may be represented by two slots A/2 apart
(See Fig 3.6.c) ,excited in phase and radiating in the half space
above the ground plane.
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The feed of the micros trip antenna

The micros trip antenna in Fig 3.6 has a microstrip feed.
A coaxial feed is frequently used. See Fig 3.7:

Mlcrostrlp Patch Antenna
I

E].;,;, .
• \li/I
'- '

Top VI'W

t ,7 ~ /~>;?2:':Z]
~-~COOI Connector

Side View

Fig 3.7 : Microstrip antenna fed by a coaxial line

The coaxial connector is attached to the back side of the printed
circuit board and the coaxial center conductor to the antenna
conductor. The location of the connector is found empirically for
the best match.

Surface~

In microstripantennas, in addition to the radiated "space waves",
surface waves may be excited giving rise to endfire radiation.
These waves prupagate into the substrate outside the microstrip
patch. They can couple with space waves and degradade the
radiation pattern. Besides, surface waves reduce the efficiency of
the microstrip antenna.
So we have to reduce the surface wave excitation. The height and
the dielectric constant of the subtrate are the most important
parameters to influence the surface wave excitation. [10]. This
surface wave excitation can be neglected if the subtrate is
electrically thin: a substrate with a dielectric constant equal to
2.3 has a maximum height of 0.09 A. If E 10 then h < 0,03 A .

OrO

This constraint has been obtained from measurements.

Left-Hand circular polarization

We demand that the micros trip antenna delivers a Left Hand
Circular polarization (after reflection against the reflector the
required RHC appears ,[4]). LHC polarization can be obtained with
a (nearly) square patch element at several ways. See fig 3.8:
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a: b:

c:

•

•

Fig 3.8 : Circular polarization with one patch element

Circular polarization is obtained in Fig 3.8.a with a rectangular
corner fed patch with L/W - 1.029 .(L- Length of patch; W- width
of patch). This element produces circular polarization in
broadside direction with just one feed! By choosing the appropiate
corner, either left hand or right hand circular polarization is
possible [10,11,12].
A novel technique for generating circular polarization is shown in
Fig 3.8.b: an elongated strip of metal is removed at the centre of
a microstrip radiator. The resonant frequency is a function of the
orientation with respect to the input axis. The result is a square
microstrip radiator with a single input and a rectangular
polarizing patch oriented 45 degrees to the input axis with RHC
polarization [10,13] in Fig 3.8.b .
The third method is shown in Fig 3.8. c: Excite two orthogonal
modes of the square patch antenna with signals 90 degrees out of
phase. Because we have a square patch, both sides have the same
resonance-frequency. This method is used by M. Vrinten [14] and in
this report. This method has the disadvantage, that, in contrast
to the other methods, it needs two feed points per element with
the appropiate network behind it instead of one, but offers
certain advantages with respect to the matching.
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Formulas for electric field of rectangular micros trip antenna

Some authors [7,10] have developed several formulas for the
electric field of one rectangular micros trip patch antenna lying
in the referential direction and placed at the origin(see Fig
3.9):

z

)(

Fig 3.9 Referential micros trip antenna

The electric far field of this microstrip antenna consists of two
components , a 8- and ~-component, and can be written as follows
[14] :

+ E (8,~)A
e~ ~

sin2 8 - E
r

Ee8(8,~)- A* cos~ * 2 2
E - cos ~ sin 8

r

E
rE (8 ,~)- A * cos8 * siIllp * ----.,;:....------

e~ 2 2
E -cos ~ sin 8

r

(3.10)

(3.10.a)

(3.10.b)

(
1£ sin8 cosrp)* i (1£ sin8 \rl )with A - cos 2 JE s nc 2 JE L siIllp

r r

The element can be placed out of origin (x
j
,y

j
), rotated with

respect to the referential position ( ~ degrees; ~ in positive
j j

direction like in Fig 3.9) and be fed with a different phase (~.. j

degrees) and amplitude (A).
j
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The electric field of the element with number j becomes:

....
E (8,~)- E6.(6,~)a6 + E .(8,~)a (3.11)

j J ~J ~

E8J·(6,~)- exp( j(tP
J

o + kxJ~sin8) )*A*E (6 ~-~) (3.ll.a)
j e6 ' j

E .(6,~)- exp( j(tP + kx~sin8) )*A*E (8,~-~) (3.11.b)
~J j J j e~ j

with tP - Phase of feed-signal of element j
j

A- Amplitude-factor of feed-signal of element j
j

k - 21C/>'o
x~- x.cos~ + y.si~

J J J
x.-feeddisp1acement in x-direction of element j

J
y.-feeddisp1acement in y-direction of element j

J
~j- rotation of antenna j compared to referential direction

6 en ~ are the far field angles of the point of observation

The radiated field in case of circular polarization (see Fig
3.8.c) is calculated with superposition of the electric field of
the referential antenna and a second antenna placed at the same
place (x. ,y.), rotated 90 degrees (~) and fed with a signal 90

J J k

degrees out of phase (tP). The amplitude of both signals are
k

equal (A ). In Formula:
k

....
E(8,~)- E8(6,~)a8 + E~(8,~)a~

with E8(6,~)- E61(6,~) + E62(8,~)

E (8,~)- E (8,~) + E (8,~)
~ ~l ~2

and tP ~ - 0 A -A -11 1 1 2
tP ~ - 90 degrees x'-x'-O2 2 1 2

(3.12)

The electric field can be seperated in a LHC and a RHC component:

-+
E(B,~)-E (B,~)a +E (8.~)a (3.13.a)

L L a a

A - ( 4 8 + jA )/ J2
L ~

A - ( A8 - j 4 ) / J2a ~

with complex unit-vectors:
2

(j --1)
(3.13.b)

So the co- and croospo1arization for LHC can be written as
follows:

(3.13)

Let's look at a radiation pattern, in which IELI and lEal are
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given as a function of the angle 9. The square patch is developed
for a resonant frequency of 1.50 GHz (Y-L-6.29 cm) and uses the
substrate Rexolite with dielectric constant f 2.53. See Fig

r

3.10:

!.Ii'- RADIATION PATTERN OF SINGLE MICROSTRIP ANTENNA

9.r-------.~_~-_-~--~-~-~-----------------------------------

dB

-1''-

-39.

- 49 . '----"-_l..--'---tl....--'--l.--'-_l.---"-_l.---"-_l.-.....L..._l....-.....L..._l....-.....L...---l

9.

Fig 3.10: Calculated radiation pattern of a square micro
strip patch(f -2.53, resonance frequency-l.5 GHz)

r

in the ~O degrees-plane with LHC-polarization.

The slope of the copolarized beam is not steep: At 9-26 degrees,
the level is -1 dB and a level of - 3 dB is obtained at 9-45
degrees. The cross polarization of one element is less than -30 dB
for the angle 9 ~ 30 degrees.
The radiation pattern is slightly axis asymmetric. Calculations
show that the largest asymmetry occurs in the ~5 degrees plane.
For angles 9 < 40 degrees, the difference in copolar level between
the ~O and ~45 degrees plane is smaller than 0.01 dB. For 9 < 80
degrees, the largest asymmetry is 0.16 dB. So the radiation
pattern of a square micros trip patch is approximately axis
symmetric for angles 9 smaller than 40 degrees in case of circular
polarization.
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Such a square element is used in the cluster of 4 elements, that
is placed in or near the focus of the offset parabolic reflector.
But before discussing the radiation pattern of such a cluster, it
might be interesting to know what the influence of the heightand
dielectric constant of the substrate is on the bandwidth,
efficiency and beamwidth of the antenna.

The dielectric constant is a very important parameter. Changes in
dielectric constant has several important consequences [10]. Two
subtrates are often used:
1. Duroid ,dielectric constant 2.53
2. Alumina, dielectric constant 9.8.
If the dielectric constant increases, then a decrease will be
noted of:
-the resonant length (L in Fig 3.6 and L and Y in the square

microstrip patch)
-the bandwidth
-the antenna efficiency(antenna efficiency- radiated power/ input

power)
-the antenna gain,
and the half-power beamwidth increases. So the slope of the
radiation pattern is less steep and more power will be radiated
for large angles 8.
The reduction in resonant lengths(L and Y)proves to be essential
for the development of the multiple beam antenna system. The size

2
of the square patch used decreases from 6.29x6.29 cm (£ -2.53) to

r

3.16x3.16 cm2
(£ -10).

r

The height of the substrate has merely an effect on the bandwidth.
The bandwidth increases with the height.
The height must not be so large, that surface waves are excitated.
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3.4.2 A cluster of 4 square microstrip antennas

The 4 square micros trip antennas are placed symmetric(See Fig
3.11) :

x

Q

D -Q

Fig 3.11 : A cluster of 4 aicrostrip antennas.

A cluster consists of four circular polarized elements with two
ports each. The locations(in x-y coordinates) of the microstrip
antenna elementnr 1,2, 3 and 4 respectively are (a,a), (-a,a),
(-a,-a) and (a,-a). Let's call distance "a" the radius on axis of
the cluster: r

u1s

The total electric field of the cluster can, in the same way as
with one square element, be calculated by superposition of the
electric field of 8 micros trip antennas. The ports are numbered
from 1 to 8.
The total radiated electric field agrees to the following formula:

8

E8(8'~)-L exp( j(~ +kx'sin8) )*A*E 8(8,~ - ~ )
1 1 1 e 1

1-1

8

E (8,~)-L exp( j(~ +kx'sin8) )*A *E (8,~ - ~ )
~ 1-1 1 i i erp 1

~ ~ ~ ~ -rp -rp -rp -rp - 0 degrees
13571357

~ ~ ~ ~ -rp -rp -rp -rp - 90 degrees
2 4 682 4 6 8
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A- 1 (i-l, .. ,8)
i

x -x - a
1 Z

x -x --a
3 4

x -x --a
5 6

x -x - a
7 e

Y1-Y Z- a

Y3-Y 4- a

Y5-Y6-- a

y
7
-ye--a

The radiation pattern in the ~ 0 and ~5 degrees-plane of this
cluster with f - 2.53 and r - 6.0 cm is given in Fig 3.12:

r axis

UL RADIATION PATTERN OF CLUSTER MICROSTRIP ANTENNAS

e.~__~_~ _

clB

-HI.

-29.

-39.

- 49 . l---.....L...----JL---'----l._..J...---L_.l...-.....L_L...-....J....---.+t---'---J._...L-.--'--t-.l...-.....L...---l

9.

Fig 3.12 Radiation pattern of a cluster with f -2.53 and
r

r -6.0 cm in the ~O and ~5 degrees-plane
axis

The array of 4 microstrip antennas provides the desired steeper
slope of the radiation pattern compared to just a single
microstrip antenna.

The copolarized component of the radiation pattern in the rp-O
degrees plane consists of a minimum, as the angle 6 increases, at
angle 6-6 . One sidelobe exists for greater angles. with a

min

maximum at 6-6 with level SL.
SL

The radiation pattern of this cluster is however aSYmmetric.
In the ~O degrees-plane a deep minimum is obtained at 6-6 .

min
because the contributions to the radiation pattern of the 4
elements just cancel each other. The ~O and the ~90-degrees
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plane are the planes of symmetry. The ~ - 45 degrees plane is the
plane with the greatest asymmetry. The differences with the
radiation pattern in the E-plane will be as large as possible.
Then no sidelobes exist and the slope of the radiation pattern is
less steep. (See Fig 3.12)
The degree of asymmetry becomes more clear in table 3.2:
The values of the angle 8 at which a certain level of the
copolarized beam is obtained for the rp-O and the rp-45-degrees
plane (E -10.0 and r -11.0 em) are given:

r axis

8(d )e~rees

Level (dB) rp-O-plane rp-45-plane 68

-1.0 7.63 7.69 0.06
-3.0 12.82 13.17 0.35
-6.0 17.30 18.28 0.98

-10.0 20.92 22.97 2.05
-15.0 23.56 27.15 3.59

that the radiation pattern is only axis symmetric
small angles 8.

Table 3.2

8
-15dB

plane.
So it's clear
for relatively

Degree of asymmetry of cluster of 4 elements
(E -10.0 ,r -11.0 em, A-I) in rp-O

r axis K

and rp-45 degrees plane
(The values of the dielectric constant and radius on axis are from
the antenna system to be discussed further in § 4.7)

The difference is just small for high levels (-1 and -3 dB) The
lower the level, the greater the differences in angles 8 and

-10dB

in the plane ~5 degrees compared to the rp-O-degrees

You can see in Table 3.2 that the slope of the radiation pattern
is steeper than the one of the plotted radiation pattern in Fig
3.12. And because the reflector needs a low edge-illumination, the
slope of the radiation pattern is of great interest. We'll see in
the following paragraph that the slope is largely dependant on the
dielectric constant and the radius on axis.
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3.4.3 Influence feed parameters on slope of radiation pattern

Influence of radius QTI axis Qll slope of radiation pattern

(3.11)

(3.ll.b)

(3.11.a)- ~ )
j

- ~ )
j

+ E . (8 ,~)4
~J ~

+ kxjsin8) )*A/Ee8(8,~

+ kx:sin8) )*A*E (8,~
J j e~

-+
Ej(8,~)- E8j(8,~)48

ED.(8,~)- exp( j(~vJ j

E .(8,~)- exp( j(~
~J j

If this radius increases, then the phase of the electric field of
an element will change through the definition of x.:

J

xj- XjCOS~ + Yjsi~

x.-feeddisplacement in x-direction of element j
J

Y.-feeddisplacement in y-direction of element j
J

Because this phase change is not equal for every element in the
cluster, the radiation pattern of the cluster will change as a
function of the radius on axis.
An example is given in Fig 3.13:

1(11.
RADIATION PATTERN OF CLUSTER MICROSTRIP RNTENNAS

9 .1--0_..::.-'

dB

-1.9.

Fig 3.13 Influence of radius on axis on radiation pattern
(~O-plane, f -2.53, r -6.0 cm; r -8.0 cm)

r axial axi&2
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It's interesting that the slope becomes steeper if the radius on
axis increases! And the difference is quite large!
The following table gives a good impression of the influence of
the radius on axis on the slope of the radiation pattern. The
level of the copolarized component is calculated for several
angles 9 in case of clusters with a r -6.0 ,8.0 , 10.0 and 12.0

axis

cm ad a dielectric constant e -2.53 . The rp-O-degrees plane is
l'

considered.

Level in dB

Angle 9 radius on axis (r ) in cm
(degrees) .%1.

6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0

7 -0.3 dB -0.5 -0.7 -1.0

10 -0.6 -1.0 -1.5 -2.2

14 -1.2 -2.0 -3.1 -4.6

16 -1. 6 -2.7 -4.2 -6.3

18 -2.1 -3.4 -5.5 -8.6

20 -2.6 -4.3 -7.1 -11.7

22 -3.1 -5.3 -9.1 -16.7

24 -3.7 -6.5 -11.7 -29.4

26 -4.4 -8.0 -15.3 -22.5

Table 3.3: Influence of radius on axis on slope of radiation
pattern in rp-O-degrees plane (e -2.53)

l'

As one can see, the influence of the radius on axis is very
important for the reflector edge tapering. If an edge tapering of
at least -10 dB is desired at an angle 9-22 degrees, then a
cluster of 4 microstrip antennas should be used with r ~ 10.5

axis

cm and f -2.53.
l'

The price we have to pay for a steeper slope is an increase in
power radiated for large angles 9. This power will be lost due to
spill over in most practical reflector configuration. Table 3.4
gives a measure for the increase in power radiation for large
angles. The level of the side10be (SL) in decibels and the angle
9-9 , where this level occurs, are given for several values of

SL
the radius on axis:
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r (em) SL(dB) 8 (degrees)
axis 5L

6.0 -20.0 77

8.0 -9.8 66

10.0 -5.8 56

12.0 -3.9 47

Table 3.4 Influence of radius on axis on radiated power
for large angles 8 (~O-degrees p1ane;E -2.53)

r

Despite this increase in wasted power, the slope of the radiation
pattern can be significantly influenced by the radius on axis.

Influence of the dielectric constant QD the~ of the radiation
pattern

The influence of an increase in dielectric constant for one
element is given at the end of § 3.4.1 The slope of the
radiation pattern will become less steep if the dielectric
constant increases.
Only the influence of the dielectric constant on the radiation
pattern of a cluster of 4 elements will be discussed here.

Calculations show, not surprisingly, that the increase in
dielectric constant from E -2.53 to 10.0 yields a less steeper

r
slope of the radiation pattern and more power radiates for large
angles 8 (see table 3.5):

Level at angle 8
E 8-20(degrees) 8-26 SL(dB) o (degrees)

r 5L

2.53 -7.1 -15.3 -5.8 56

10.0 -6.8 -14.9 -3.9 60

Table 3.5 Influence of dielectric constant on cluster
(r - 10.0 em)

axis

The change in the slope of the radiation pattern is small; smaller
than 0.4 dB in the considered case. The increase in side1obe-1eve1
SL is larger. So more power will be radiated for large angles of
O.

Conclusion

We learned in this section that the radius on axis (r ) is the
axis

most important parameter for the slope of the radiation pattern.
the price of a steep slope is a considerable amount of radiated
power for large angles 8 ,which will be lost as spill over in most
practical reflector antenna systems. The slope of the radiation
pattern is, however, important to meet the co-channel interference
constraint.
A higher dielectric constant makes the radiation pattern of a
cluster somewhat less suitable.
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the
ML > -28 dB

~ ANTENNA SYSTEM DESIGN

4.1 Design criterium for the edge illumination of the reflector

Let's first determine the relevant range of sidelobe-levels for
our antenna system.
We know from the numbers of beams and the number of
frequency-subbands, that the co-channel interference constraint is
imposed on the second sidelobe level. Because there are ~
interferers with realistic radiations patterns, we can conclude
from section 2.2 and 2.3 ,that if the maximum level (ML) of the
second sidelobe of the central beam :

ML ~ -31 dB : Co-hannel interference always ~-20 dB
-31 dB ~ ML ~ -28 dB : Depends on the level of

the sidelobes of the interfering beams and
locations of these interfering beams
Co-channel interference always too large

Table 4.1 : Interesting range of the maximum second sidelobe
level of the central beam for our antenna system

So the radiation pattern of the central beam must have a radiation
pattern with second sidelobes of less than -28 dB. An even lower
value is preferred. If these values are not obtained than the
co-channel interference will be on before hand too large.
Time consuming calculations for the exact sidelobe-level are not
necessary. We can easily predict the sidelobe-level: We can deduce
from [8], that the edge-illumination of the reflector has to be
less than -10 dB to obtain a second sidelobe-Ievel of about -28
dB. An edge illumination of -13 dB will lead to a second
sidelobe-level of about -30 dB. This is our design criterium for
the edge illumination of the reflector.

In order to realize such an edge illumination a proper choice of
the paraboloid and feed parameters has to be made.
The feed parameters are the radius on axis (r ) and the

uils

dielectric constant (e). They have to be chosen so that (in
r

combination with the parabolic reflector) a low edge-illumination
of the reflector can be obtained and all the feeds can be placed
on a flat surface (the realisation problem). This realisation
problem proves to impose severe constraints on possible antenna
configurations!
The feed parameters will be more extensively discussed in sections
4.5 and 4.6.
The paraboloid parameters are the focal distance (F), the diameter
of the circular projected aperture (2a; Fig 3.2) and the offset
angle (8 ) which must ensure a large subtended angle (8 ) and no

o 1

aperture blocking by the feeds.
In the following paragraph we'll discuss the paraboloid parameters
and see how the subtended angle can be influenced by a proper
choice of the paraboloid parameters.
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4.2 Subtended angle

4.2.1 Increase of subtended angle

We need a paraboloid configuration with a large subtended angle,
because a cluster of elements gives rise to a low edge
illumination only for relatively large angles 8.
The formula for the subtended angle 8 is given in § 3. 3 :

1

8 -0.5*(a -a )-0.5*{arctan(
1 1 2

h + a ) _
2

F- (h+a)
4F

(3.3)

arctan ( h - a ) }
2

F- (h-a)
4F

The subtended angle is shown in Fig 3.2
From this Figure and the formula above, we can conclude that a
large subtended angle can be obtained by choosing
1. the focal distance (F) small
2. the diameter of the circular projected aperture (2a) large.

An example of an increase of the subtended angle is illustrated in
Fig 4.1:

10
1

20

• F,

are

equal. The
increase of
(from Q to

2

Influence of focal distance F and diameter
of the projected aperture on the subtended
angle 81 ( -0.5(al -a2) )

plate is the surface on which all the feeds

Fig 4.1

(The feed
situated)

The increase in subtended angle is in both cases
decrease in focal distance ( from F1 to F2) causes an
angle Q (from a to Q ) and a decrease of angle a

1 1 11 2

a 21) , if the diameter of the aperture is kept unchanged(2a).

So the subtended angle increases.
A similar change in subtended angle can be obtained by increasing
the diameter of the circular projected aperture from 2a to 2a'
(See Fig 4.1).
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A third parameter influences the subtended angle: the height of
the centre(h) of the projected aperture. This influence is however
much smaller than the two earlier mentioned methods. The height h
is only of importance for the avoiding of aperture blocking by the
feed plate.
Table 4.2 gives an indication of the values of the subtended
angles, which can be obtained for several combinations of the
focal distance and diameter of the circular proj ected aperture
(both expressed in the wavelength ~). Here use has been made of

o
formula 3.3

Subtended angle 8 (degrees)
1

F/~ diameter (2a)
0

12~ 15~
0 0

30 10.0 12.5
25 12.0 15.0
20 15.0 18.7
17 17.7 22.0
15 20.0 24.9

Table 4.2 : Subtended angle versus focal distance and
diameter of the aperture(9 -41.11 degrees)

o

A half-power beamwidth(9 ) of 4.8 degrees can be obtained with a
-3dB

diameter of the circular projected aperture equal to approximately
13 ~o(§ 3.3.2).

However, not every combination of table 4.2 can be chosen because
of restrictions, which are described in section 4.3

4.2.2 Influence of subtended angle on radiation pattern

An increase of the subtended angle, while the same feeds are used,
changes not only the sidelobe-1evels, but the half-power beamwidth
and the locations of the sidelobes as well. This is illustrated in
Fig 4.2, where an example is given of a radiation pattern of an
antenna system with equal feeds but a different subtended angle:
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6a.;n (dS)

• 9' "I
r

----- - antenna configuration with smaller subtended angle
- - - - antenna configuration with larger subtended angle

Fig 4.2 : Influence of different subtended angle on
radiation pattern

The sidelobe-Ievels,sidelobe locations and the half-power
beamwidth have changed.
The sidelobe-Ievels will always decrease with an increasing
subtended angle, because the edge illumination of the reflector
decreases.
The change in half-power beamwidth depends on the total
efficiency. The total efficiency (product of aperture and
spill-over efficiency) increases only to a certain extent with the
subtended angle. If this total efficiency increases then the
half-power beamwidth will decrease, because more power is radiated
in the scan direction. Less power can be radiated in other
directions.The directivity of the beam increases. (In Fig 4.2 the
gain of the second beam is normalized to the gain of the first
one, in order to show clearly the smaller sidelobe levels)
For every paraboloid configuration there is a particularly edge
illumination at which the total efficiency reaches a maximum.
(Mostly this edge illumination is about -10 dB) A subtended angle
is related to this maximum efficiency: the angle "6" at which the
radiation pattern of the feed is -10 dB below its maximum.
If the subtended angle is increased above this angle "6", then the
total efficiency will decrease and the half-power beamwidth
increases.
The sidelobe locations are related to the half-power beamwidth: if
the half-power beamwidth increases, then the sidelobe locations
shift further away; and vice versa.
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4.3 Restrictions on focal distance and diameter of aperture

The 2 methods which achieve an increase in subtended angle are
treated seperately in this section.

Method ~ Decrease of focal distance

We need a large subtended angle.
It's therefore obvious to take the focal distance F small.
There is however a limit for the lowest value of the focal
distance.
At first, the parabolic reflector has to be in the far field of
the feed, otherwise predictions with the formulas of § 3.4 become
useless.
But what is more important: If the focal distance F changes, then
also the feeddisplacements of the clusters of scanned beams will
change according to the formulas in section 3.3.3 .
~uppose we have a configuration, with a cluster at the place
f ' -f ' 4 ,+ f' 4 ,+ f' 4 , which yields a beam that radiates in the

xx yy zz

scan direction (9 ,~ ) .
• can .can

If F decreases and we don't want the scan direction to be changed,
then the feeddisplacement will become smaller according to formula
3.8 . So the clusters will get more closer to each other like in
Fig 4.3:

•

• .~

'-.j---

Fig 4.3 Influence of a decrease in focal distance on
feeddisplacement of a cluster

The central and an adjacent cluster are shown in Fig 4.3.
If the decrease of the focal distance would be too large, then
certain cluster elements would overlap!! (6<0) This has to be
avoided, because a partial overlap of two elements ruins the
functioning of these elements.
So the clusters couldn't be placed on the surface . This is what
is called the "realisation problem": The clusters have to be
placed on a flat surface without any overlap.
This realisation problem delivers a minimum value for the focal
distance F in a particularly configuration(See § 4.5). A way to
avoid this overlapping is given in § 4.6. The special technique is
called "interleaving".
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Method 1 ~ Increase of diameter of circular projected aperture

The diameter of the circular projected aperture (2a) has to be
rather large for a large subtended angle ( See Fig 4.1). But this
increase in diameter is also limited.
The diameter has to be chosen such that DQ aperture blocking by
feeds will occur. The condition for no aperture blocking is that
no rays of any part of the reflector radiate directly on the
surface of the feeds for the scan range. The scan range is
determined in section 2.1 :
8 S 8.67 degrees. So D - 8.67.

scan scan,max

An approximation for the condition of no aperture blocking is
given by the following formula(See Fig 3.2):

h - a - Fs inD > h
scan,max plste

(4.1)

The limit for the diameter of the circular projected aperture (2a)
can be easily (and approximately) found using this equation, see
Table 4.3:

max. h (m) max. r (m)
plate plate

F/>. 12>. 2a 15>. 12). 2a 15>'0
0 0 0 0

30 2.40 2.10 3.19 2.79
25 1.80 1.50 2.39 1.99
20 1.20 0.90 1.59 1.19
17 0.84 0.54 1.11 0.72
15 0.60 0.30 0.80 0.40

Table 4.3 Maximum feed plate dimensions as a function of
the focal distance and the diameter of the
aperture(8 -41.11 degrees; Frequency-1.S GHz)o

Table 4.3 shows clearly that the height and radius of the feed
plate must be reduced if the diameter of the aperture increases
and we want to avoid aperture blocking by the feed plate.
The plate dimensions for F/>. S 20 of table 4.3 are of mosto
interest, since we need a large subtended angle. The non aperture
blocking condition is in these cases the most severe!
Table 4.3 will be used in the following paragraphs.

4.4 Influence of half-power beamwidth on co-channel interference

The half-power beamwidth is important. It determines the crossover
level between adj acent beams and has a large influence on the
co-channel interference level.
An example will illustrate that a half-power beamwidth less than
4.8 degrees puts heavier constraints to the desired
side1obe-leve1s, if the co-channel interference has to be less
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than ·20 dB:

If 8 - 4.8 degrees, then the crossover level is in our
-3dB

situation -3.0 dB.
If the half-power beamwidth becomes larger, then the crossover
level will be less than -3.0 dB and vice versa.
Let's take for example an antenna system in which:
a 8_

3dB
6.0 degrees leads to a crossover level of -2.0 dB and

a 8 - 4.0 degrees results in a crossover level of -4.0 dB.
-3dB

In the co-channel interference level constraint in worst case with
1 equal interferer:

(2.2.3)

we found that -3 :s L (8,(1» :s O.
A

If the crossover. level increases to -2 dB, then -2 :s L (8,(1» :s O.
A

And in order to meet the co-channel interference constraint
(equation 2.2.3) L (8,(1» has to be less than -22 dB instead of -23

B

dB. But if the crossover level decreases from -3 dB to -4 dB, then
-4 :s L (8,(1» :s 0 and L (8,(1» has to be less than -24dB instead of

A B
-23 dB.
So in general the interference constraint will become stronger if
the half-power beamwidth will be less than 4.8 degrees, and become
weaker if 8 > 4.8 degrees!

-3dB

A change in half-power beamwidth changes the sidelobe locations as
well (§ 4.2.2). These sidelobe locations can have an important
influence on the co-channel interference. Suppose the co-channel
interference constraint in an antenna configuration is imposed on
the second sidelobe . We change the subtended angle and the
half-power beamwidth increases (from 8 to 8' )and the sidelobe

I I

locations shift further away; the first sidelobe from 8 to 8'
SLl SLl

and the second sidelobe from 8 to 8' . See Fig 4.2.
SL2 SL2

This change in sidelobe location must not be so large, that the
severe interference constraint is put on the first sidelobe
instead of the second sidelobe. Because the first sidelobe-Ievel
is always larger than the second sidelobe-level.
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4.5 Antenna system without interleaving

This paragraph shows us that we can't design an antenna system,
that meets the INMARSAT specifications, without a special
"interleaving" technique, treated in § 4.6.1 .

4.5.1 Non-interleaving constraint

The clusters will be placed properly next to each other in case of
no interleaving. Just like in Fig 4.4:

/

b

L•

Fig 4.4: Clusters without interleaving

The clusters have a minimum seperation of 6 em.
If this separation is small, then the radiated fields of elements
of different clusters will distort each other. This effect is
called mutual coupling. Fig 4.5 shows two elements placed closely
next to each other:

W~l<~_*.'_~__~_r_ ;:~:iC..-L..l. grow'" pL4.e
~ 0- ~

Fig 4.5 Mutual coupling
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Electric fields from element 1, that radiate to element 2, invoke
currents on the cupper or gold surface of element 2 and element 2
will start radiating. So the total radiation pattern of these two
elements will change. The input impedance of element 1 will only
change dramatically, if the elements are placed very close to each
other[15] .
So the separation 6 can't be too small, otherwise a large
deviation in the radiation pattern will occur. Measurements [15]
show that the minimum separation between microstrip elements is
about 0.1 wavelength. At an operating frequency of 1.5 GHz, this
minimum speration 6 is 2.0 cm.
The effects of mutual coupling on the radiation pattern of
clusters are investigated in section 4.7.5 . From this paragraph
until § 4. 7 . 5 mutual coupling will be ignored apart from the
condition that the separation 6 ~ 2.0 cm.

We can simply determine from this minimum separation 6 the allowed
places of surrounding clusters.
We assume that no element of a surroundig clusters may be present
in a square of 2b+26 - L' + 26 cm (See Fig 4.4). This is true if
the x- or y-coordinates of the centres of surrounding clusters are
larger than 2b+6 .We'll consider here only a possibly overlap
between the central cluster and its surrounding clusters. This
non-interleaving constraint can now be written in a formula:

x ~ L' + 6
min

or

Y ~ L' + 6
min

(4.2)

It's known that the clusters have to be placed rather close to
each other. Therefore this constraint will be less severe if the
length L' of a cluster can be reduced. This is possible by
choosing a higher dielectric constant(with an equal radius on
axis). The length and width of an element will decrease so the
length of a cluster will decrease as well.
The central cluster will be surrounded by 6 other clusters, which
centres lie on a circle with radius r and angle ~90, 30, -30,
-90, -150 and 150 degrees. The separation between central elements
and elements of clusters at angle cp-90 and -90 degrees will
therefore be larger than the separation between central elemtns
and elements of the other clusters. The minimum radius (r ) will

min

be (L'+6)J(l+tan230) as can be deduced from Fig 4.4 .

4.5.2 Design procedure

The desired scan direction of the surrounding clusters is e -
scan

4.16 degrees. Formula 3.8 can be used to determine the locations
of these surrounding clusters on the feed plate. the focal
distance will be small, so the clusters will be closely packed.
Two constraints have to be met:
-the non-aperture blocking condition (Eqs. 4.2)
-the non-interleaving constraint (Eqs 4.3).
The minimum edge illumination, that can be obtained by a proper
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choice of feed and paraboloid parameters, has to be calculated.
This edge illumination has to be in the range of -10 to -13 dB to
produce low sidelobes. Only then the co-channel interference
constraint can be met.

4.5.3 List of paraboloid configurations and clusters used

A short list follows of the used clusters and paraboloid
parameters.
The different clusters, that will be investigated, are coded as
follows:

Cluster £ r (em) L' (cm)
r axi.

Al 2.53 8.0 22.29
A2 2.53 10.0 26.29
A3 2.53 11.0 28.29
A4 2.53 12.0 30.29
Bl 10.0 8.0 19.16
B2 10.0 10.0 23.16
B3 10.0 11.0 25.16
B4 10.0 12.0 27.16

Table 4.4 : Used clusters

The focal distance (in wavelength) is chosen small: 30, 25, 20, 17
and 15 A . The diameter of the aperture is 12 or 15 A . The offseto 0

angle is 41.11 degrees.
According to the design procedure, the combination of feed and
parabolic reflector with the lowest edge illumination will be
chosen from the clusters and paraboloid configurations above.
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4.5.4 Influence of non-interleaving constraint and non-aperture
blocking condition

Influence of the non-interleaving constraint

Table 4.5 shows us which configuration can be realized according
to the non-interleaving constraint.
The answer can be :
1: yes, configuration meets the non-interleaving constraint
2: only clusters 2 and 5 meet the non-interleaving constraint(The

clusters at angle ~90 and -90 degrees
3: no, configuration doesn't meet the non-interleaving constraint.

8 - 41.11 degreeso

F/). 6-2 cm 6-3 cm
0

30 1. ALL 1. ALL
25 1. ALL 1. ALL
20 1. Al,A2,Bl,B2,B3 1. Al,Bl,B2,B3

2. A3,A4,B4 2. A2,A3,B4
3. A4

17 1. Al,BI 1. BI
2. B2,B3 2. Al,B2 *
3. A2 ,A3 ,A4 , B4 3. A2,A3,A4,B3 ,B4

15 1. Bl 1. -
2. Al 2. Bl
3. A2,A3,A4,BI,B2,B3 3. Al,A2,A3,A4,B2,B3,B4

* Because of rounding-off-precision answer 3, else answer 2
Table 4.5 : Antenna systems versus non-interleaving

constraint as a function of separation 6

The combinations of feed and paraboloid configurations with
answers 2 or 3 can't be realized without the interleaving
technique. As stated in § 4.3 , the parabolic reflectors with small
F/). ratios are preferred, because of their larger subtendedo
angles. However, it's clear from Table 4.5 that only clusters with
a relative small radius on axis (and thus a not steep slope in the
radiation pattern!) can be placed on the feed plate for small F/).

o
ratios. This is becoming worse for larger seperetions 6. So the
edge illumination of the reflector will be rather large. The
non-interleaving constraint is very severe in our situation!

Influence 2f non-aperture blocking condition

Equation 4.1 gives the formula of the non aperture blocking
condition. Table 4.3 gives the maximum feed plate dimensions that
can be used in several paraboloid configurations to avoid aperture
blocking.
Because the clusters have different lengths (see Table 4.4), the
feed plate dimensions will differ for every kind of cluster, if we
install 19 clusters on a feed plate. We're interested in the
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expected values of the maximum radius of the feed plate for
different clusters, if the clusters are placed on the feed plate
wi thout interleaving. This maximum radius may not exceed the
values of Table 4.3 in order to avoid aperture blocking.

The antenna system creates 19 beam in our situation with 19
clusters.
They're arranged in a hexagonal grid like in Fig 2.9 . The plate
will therefore have a radius, which is dependant on the length L'
of a cluster and the separation 6. The radius of the feed plate is
at largest at the line where 5 clusters lie next to each other.
This maximum radius of the feed plate will be approximately:

r 2*(L'+6)J(1+tan2
30) + O.5*L'

plate

As can be derived from Fig 4.6:

')(

(4.4)

~----*-----~-~!f

Fig 4.6 : radius of the feed plate

This value of r has to be less than the values of r
plate plate ,max

in table 4.3.
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degrees

degrees

degrees

~Ol- 22.0

~ 8 - 20.0
1

~8-17.7
1

Table 4.6 shows the minimum focal distance and the maximum
diameter of the aperture for every cluster concerning the aperture
blocking condition.
The answer can be:
A: F/A

O
-17 , 2a/Ao-lS

B: F/Ao-lS , 2a/Ao-12

C: F/Ao-17 , 2a/Ao-12

The configuration connected with answer A, delivers the largest
subtended angle and is therefore preferred:

Cluster 6-2 cm 6-3 cm

Al A+ B A + B
A2 B + C C
A3 C C
A4 C C
Bl A+ B A+ B
B2 A+ B A+ B
B3 B + C B + C
B4 C C

Table 4.6 Antenna systems versus non-aperture blocking
condition as a function of separation 6 .

(All combinations in table 4.3 with a larger F or a smaller
diameter "a" than the answers A,B or C meet the non-aperture
condition as well, but have a lower subtended angle and are
therefore not of interest)We can conclude from this table that the
dielectric constant reduces strongly the influence of the
non-aperture blocking condition! Clusters B2 and B3 can be
installed in an antenna system with larger subtended angles than
clusters A2 and A3.
Further, clusters with a larger radius on axis are more difficult
to place in an antenna system with a large subtended angle, if we
want to avoid aperture blocking.

4.5.5 Hinimum edge illumination of the reflector

We can select from tables 4.5 and 4.6 the antenna configurations,
which meet both the non-interleaving constraint and the
non-aperture blocking condition.
The edge illumination, which will be achieved in such an antenna
configuration, is determined from the subtended angle of that
antenna configuration and from the slope of the radiation pattern
as listed in table 3.3 in the case E - 2.53 . ( In case E -10.0,

r r
we know from Table 3.5 that 0.4 dB has to be subtracted from the
levels found in table 3.3 for the cluster with an equal radius on
axis)
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Table 4.7 gives the maximum subtended angle and the expected
minimum edge illumination, which can be obtained with each
cluster, as a function of the separation 6.

Cluster 6-2.0 em 6-3.0 cm
8 (degrees) edge- D edge-

1
illumin. 1 illumin.

Al 22.0 -5.3(dB) 18.7 -3.5
A2 18.7 -5.9 15.0 -3.6
A3 15.0 -4.5 15.0 -4.5
A4 15.0 -5.4 15.0 -5.4
Bl 22.0 -5.0 22.0 -5.0
B2 18.7 -5.6 18.7 -5.6
B3 18.7 -7.2 18.7 -7.2
B4 15.0 -5.5 15.0 -5.5

Table 4.7 Minimum edge illumination for a non
interleaved antenna system

The paraboloid configurations connected with the subtended angles
are (Table 4.2):

8 - 22.0 ~
1

8 - 18. 7 ~
1

8 - 15.0 ~
1

F/A - 17 , 2a/A - 15o 0

F/A -20 , 2a/A - 15o 0

F/A - 25 , 2a/A - 15.o 0

The achievable edge illuminations are not in the relevant range
from -10 to -13 dB. The lowest edge illumination, that can be
obtained, is -7.2 dB with cluster B3 as feed and a paraboloid with
F/A- 20 , 2a/A-15 and 8- 41.11 degrees.
000

So we'll expect too large second sidelobe levels (>-28 dB), that
can't meet the co-channel interference constraint.
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The radiation pattern of the central beam of the antenna system
with the lowest edge illumination is calculated in the f{) - 90
degrees-plane to check this expectation. See Fig 4.7:

8.

-18.

RADIATION PATTERN OF CENTRAL BEAM

-58.

THET

? • 5 11.3 15.83.8...- 6 9 •L-----L.._.l.----L._...J....-...L_....L...----J""'---..L..._&..---L-_.......-..l............J----"-........---'

-15.9 -11.3 -?5 -3.8

Fig 4.7 : Radiation pattern in rp- 90-degrees plane of antenna
system without interleaving with smallest sidelobes

The half-power beamwidth proves to be smaller than 4.8 degrees:
4.2 degrees. So the crossover level will decrease and the
co-channel interference constraint becomes more severe (§ 4.4) The
desired second sidelobe levels (KL) from Table 4.1 decrease to
lower values.
But even when this effect is ignored, the obtained second
sidelobe-level will certainly be too large : -27.2 dB. So this
antenna system can meet in nQ case the co-channel interference.

The non-interleaving constraint proved to be the most important
constraint during the calculation of Table 3.11. While the lenght
and width of cluster B3 is only 1. 25 ~, this is already too

o
large. The same situation occurred for horn antennas: The horns
should be packed more closely than physically possible (See §
3.2). A new technique of § 4.6.1 offers new possibilities.

4.5.6 Conclusion

The second sidelobe levels are too large in an antenna system
without interleaving. The co-channel interference constraint can
not be met.
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4.6 Antenna systems with interleaving

The antenna system without interleaving couldn't meet the
co-channel interference constraint, because the clusters of
microstripantennas couldn't be placed closely enough to each
other. A new technique is found in this paragraph, that makes it
possible to install more clusters of microstripantennas on an
equally sized surface without any overlap between cluster
elements. It will be illustrated that it's now possible to design
an antenna system, that meets the co-channel interference
constraint under certain circumstances.

4.6.1 Interleaving

The microstrip antennas have to be so small that in our
situation the clusters can be placed not properly next to each
other but can be "mixed" through each other: The clusters are then
"interleaved". Fig 4.8 gives an impression of a quarter of the
feed plate on which clusters are "small interleaved"(Fig 4.8.a) and
one with "large interleaved" clusters(Fig 4.8.b):

Feed and paraboloid

a:

.,
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Cluster B3
F/). -17' 2a/>. -15o ' 0 '

8 - 41.11 degreeso

~edge illum.--12dB
minimum 6-3.0 em



b: Cluster B4
F/~ -11 . 2a/~ -9o ' 0'

9 - 41.11 degreeso

~edge illum.--12dB
minimum 6-1.6 cm

Fig 4.8 : Small(a) and large(b) interleaving

In both figures the first quadrant of the feed plate is given for
two antennaconfigurations, which have no overlap and meet the
non-aperture blocking condition. The centres of clusternumber "i"
is given by an asterisk(*) with its clusternumber. The centre of a
cluster is connected with its 4 elements by means of straight
lines. (This is no physical connection but just a connection with
illustrative purposes) The obtained edge illumination and minimum
speration 6 between elements of different clusters for the
particular configuration are given.
Fig 4.8.a shows us small interleaving: This means that clusters
are interleaved in such a way, that the straight lines from the
centre of a cluster to its elements never cross an element of
another cluster. The centre can "see" its elements without any
obstacles. This small interleaving reduces the maximum radius of
the feed plate : from 75.0 cm to 70.0 cm in case cluster B3 is
used.
The clusters can be packed even more closely with "large
interleaving" like in Fig 4.8.b. The straight lines cross elements
of other clusters. The reduction of the maximum radius of the feed
plate is large : from 81 cm to 50 cm if cluster B4 is used!
These reductions in maximum radius and the closer packing of
clusters make it possible to get larger subtended angles and
therefore lower sidelobes.
From a practical point of view small interleaving is preferred,
because then feed lines at the back side of the feed plate don't
have to cross. In case of large interleaving this crossing will
take place.
The square micros trip antennas have to be small, otherwise they
can't be "mixed". They can be made small at lower frequencies by
choosing a substrate with a higher dielectric constant (e.g. f-l.5
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GHz and dielectric constant-lO).
For other applications at higher frequencies interleaving might be
an interesting technique. A substrate with a relative low
dielectric constant ensures already that the microstrip antennas
are small. (e.g. £-10 GHz and dielectric constant - 2.53).
It will be clear that this interleaving technique can't be applied
with horn or short-beakfire antennas!

4.6.2 Antenna systems with interleaving

It won't wonder that the feeddisplacements and the length of an
element have to be chosen very carefully in order to avoid overlap
and to achieve a reasonable value of the separation 6 between
elements of different clusters.
The feeddisplacement is largely dependant on the focal distance F
(Eqs 3.8). F has to be smaller than in the non-interleaving case,
because the elements are packed more closely. If F decreases, then
the non-aperture blocking constraint becomes very important, see
table 4.3.
In the case of no interleaving it was possible to derive a simple
non-interleaving formula. This formula (Eqs 4.3) assured that no
overlap between elements occurred and that a certain separation 6
was achieved. Such a formula can't be derived in the case of small
or large interleaving. The feeddisplacement of every cluster and
the locations on the feed plate of every element should be
calculated in order to establish, whether overlap occurs, and if
not, what the minimum separation 6 is in a particularly
configuration. It's however sufficient to investigate only the
first qaudrant of the feed plate, if the centres of the clusters
are determined by the "first order" approximation formula for the
scan direction (Eqs. 3.8). That's because the feed system exhibits
symmetry in all four quadrants, if this approximation formula is
used.

Table 4.8 gives examples of clusters and their m1n1mum
edge-illumination, which can be obtained with interleaving:

e -41.11 degreeso

Cluster Inter-
F/>.. 2a/>.. Over- edge- sepera-

leaving 0 0 lap ilIum. tion 6

B2 small 16 14 no -8.5dB ~3.0 cm
B3 small 17 15 no -11. 7dB ~3.0 cm
B4 large 15 12 yes -1l.4dB sO.O cm
B4 large 11 9 no -12.0dB ~1.6 cm

Table 4.8 Antenna configurations with interleaving and
their edge illumination on the reflector

If the focal distance is smaller, then the interleaving will be
larger and the maximum radius of the feed plate smaller. So the
clusters are packed more closely.The diameter of the aperture (2a)
was taken as large as possible in order to obtain a low
edge-illumination. This diameter proved to be limited by the
aperture blocking condition!(Eqs 4.1 and Table 4.3 have been
used)
Overlap can only be avoided by a proper choice of the focal
distance and clustertype. Table 4.8 gives an example of an antenna
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system, which has an overlap and therefore can't be realized. A
larger interleaving makes it possible to use this cluster in an
antenna system, with a very small focal distance and thus a small
radius of the feed plate.
Two antenna systems deliver an edge illumination, which is in the
relevant range of -10 to -13 dB. They are investigated in the
forthcoming sections.

1. CLUSTER B4lJIDllARGE INTERLEAVING AND PDCAL DISTANCE - 11 ).0
,~

The minimum edge illumination which ean "be .obtained with large
interleaving is about -12.0 dB wi1:h & minimum (quite small)
separation 6- 1.6 em. The diameter ~f the l:ircular proj ected
aperture (2a) is however 9 ). instead of the desired 13 ). . (Eqs

o 0

3.6.b) This is a large deviation, so the half-~ower beamwidth will
be expected to be much larger than 4.8 degrees (Eqs 3.6.b).
A calculation of the radiation pattern showed that the half-power
beamwidth indeed increased to 7.2 degrees and the first sidelobe
shifted far away and the maximum of it occurred at an angle 9-11.4
degrees with a level of -22.8 dB. This means that the co-channel
interference constraint will be imposed on the first sidelobe
instead of the second one (§ 4.4). This first sidelobe level of
-22.8 dB is however too large to meet this constraint.
So large interleaving will not be used in our situation.

2. CLUSTER B3 WITH SMALL INTERLEAVING

The minimum edge illumination, that can be obtained with small
interleaving, is about -12 dB with an exceptable separation 5 ~

3.0 em. The diameter of the circular projected aperture is 15 ). .o
Somewhat larger than the desired L~ ).. So the half-power

o
beamwidth is expected to be smaller than 4.8 degrees.
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A radiation pattern in the ~90-degrees plane of this antenna
system is plotted in Fig 4.9:

9.

-1.9.

-29.
dB

RADIATION PATTERN OF CENTRAL BEAM

-39.

-49.

-59.

-69.

-1.5.9 -1.1..3 -7.5 -3.8 •• 3.8 7.5 1.1. • 3 1.5.9

Fig 4.9 Radiation pattern of central beam in antenna
system with small interleaving in ~90-degrees

plane
(Cluster B3, F- 17A,2a- 15A,9

0
-4l.ll degrees)

(Appendix 3 contain s the numerical results)
The beamsquint is O. 18 degrees. This beamsquint agrees to the
expected beqamsquint from Eqs 3.1 . The central beam in Fig 4.9
is corrected for this beamsquint with a feeddisplacement E'- -1.25

y

cm.
The half-power beamwidth is 4.3 degrees instead of 4.8 degrees. So
the cross-over level decreases; the exact cross-over level between
the central beam and adjacent beam nr 5 (See table 2.5) is
calculated and is -3.75 dB. Let's assume that -3.75 dB is the
cross over level between all adj acent beams. The interference
constraint will become more severe (§ 4.4) resulting in
interesting sidelobe levels, which are approximately 1 dB less
than given in Table 4.1 .
The second sidelobe.-levelis -30.2 dB. This sidelobe level is in
the interesting range of sidelobe levels! If the locations of the
sidelobes and the main beam are at the right place, then the
co-channel interference constraint could be met!
So this antenna system with small interleaving will be
investigated further.
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4.7 Antenna system with small interleaving

Two questions will be discussed in this section:
1. Can the earth be covered by 19 beams with a crossover level of

-3.75 dB?(§ 4.7.1)
2. Is the co-channel interference level smaller than -20 dB ?

(§4.7.2)
Further the influence of scanning clusters (which will be proven
to have to be used in the antenna system) and of mutual coupling
will be considered in sections 4.7.3 and 4.7.4 respectively.
The antenna efficiency is the last topic of this section.

4.7.1 Coverage of earth

We found that a crossover level of -3.75 dB existed between the
central beam and adjacent beam number 5. On first hand it was
assumed that this crossover level existed between all adj acent
beams. However, because the radiation pattern of the 19 beams will
be different (§ 2.2), it's very well possible that the cross-over
level between other beams is less than -3.75 dB. If so, then the
earth would not be covered by the -3.75 contours of the 19 beams.
In that case the actual crossover level should be chosen lower and
thus makes the co-channel interference worse.{§ 4.4)

The feeddisplacements of the clusters and their resulting scan
directions are listed in Appendix 3. The maximum copolar field
strengths vary between 11.29 and 10.59. Therefore the -3.75 dB
values vary as well, from 7.33 to 6.88. It would be correct to
calculate for every beam the crossover levels between adjacent
beams. This is time consuming. Therefore the lowest -3.75 dB value
will be taken as the referential crossover level for every contour
in order to establish the coverage of the earth. In practice
receivers of ships or aeroplanes, which enter a new region, switch
over to the new frequency-subband if the received power in the
other frequency-subband is larger. The referential crossover level
is the lowest crossover level in worst case.
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The contours of the 19 beams, at which the reference crossover
level (-6 . 88) is obtained, can be calculated with the computer
program of Streng [7]. The resulting e,~ combinations are plotted
in Fig 4.10:

12. CONTOURPLOT OF 19 BEAMS

11.8 14.??33.?••

y
4.

8.

8.

-8.

-4.

12.
-14.? -11.8 -?3 -3.?

Fig 4.10 : Contours of 19 beams at the reference level

The contours of the beams are approximately circles.
We can see in Fig 4 .10 that no beams cross over at a level of
less than 6.88. The crossover level is larger between most beams.
The coverage on earth of these beams can be calculated with these
contours. The latitude and longitude of the contours have to be
calculated. Fig 4.11 shows the parameters used[16,17]:
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f. '311 k•

• • 421 •• k.

Fig 4.11 : Latitude and longitude of geostationary satellite

The latitude (1) takes values from -80 to +80 degrees and the
longitude (A) from 0 to 360 degrees (mod. 360 degrees); see
Appendix 1.
The geostationary satellite S covering the region of the Atlantic
Ocean is placed at the location 25 degrees West: Longitude- 335
degrees and latitude- 0 degrees.
The relations between the angles I and ({i from the satellite and
the latitude (1) and longitude (A) are given in Eqs. 4.4 [16,17]:

1 arcsin( sinP * cOS({i )

A 335 + arctan( tanP * sinf{l ) (4.4 )

with p- -I + arcsin( (R/r) * sinO )
R-42164 km -radius of the earth
r- 6378 km -height of a geostationary satellite
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The projection of the contours of Fig 4.10 on earth is shown in
Fig 4.12 :

199.
CONTOURPLOT OF 19 BEAMS ON EARTH

67.

33.

-33.

-67.

LATTITUDE.

LONGITUDE

436. 478.268. 381. 335. 369.234.
190. L..---L._....J...-_.L...---l._....1-_.L----J._....L.._.L----I_......L.._.L----IL....-.....J..._-'-----'

200.

Fig 4.12 Contours of 19 beams on earth at the referential
level

The axis-symmetric contours of the 19 beams of Fig 4.10 change in
ellipsoloid contours for 18 beams. Only the central beam keeps its
axis-symmetric contour.
We can conclude that a crossover level of 6.88 ( ± -3.75 dB)
ensures a complete coverage of the earth.

4.7.2 Co-channel interference

The co-channel interference can be calculated according to the
formula in § 2.2 :

(2.2.3)

There are two interferers in our situation : m-2 .
The co-channel interference will be calculated for 2 situations:
a) N-7 : The total frequencyband is divided into 7 subbands
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b) N-9 : The total frequencyband is divided into 9 subbands.

These situations were chosen in § 2.3 . Situation a) was preferred
because it delivered the highest frequency re-use factor.
Fig 2.8. e and f and Fig 2.9 show clearly that beamnr 17 is
interfered by beam nr 3 and 14 in case N-7 and by beam nr 9 and
13 in case N-9. Therefore the locations of the interfering beams
differ (See Fig 2.9) and a different co-channel interference will
be found for these two cases.
Where can we expect the largest co-channel interference level if
we have 2 interferers? See Fig 4.13:

c

Fig 4.13 : Locations Al and A2 with the largest co-channel
interference

The co-channel interference will be large at these locations (8,~)

if and only if:
-the level of the main beam (e.g. beam A) is small:
So at or near the edge of the region which is illuminated by beam
A. This edge is approximately given by a circle (Fig 4.10) and
the level is 6.88 (± 3.75 dB). .
-and the interfering field strengths of h.2..th interferers are
large:
This is possible for locations at the line D, which have a same
length to both beam Band C. This length is given by the lines I
(Interference). So beam A and B "see" a point at the line D at the
same angle "I". If the radiation patterns of the beam are axis
symmetric, then the maximum of the total interfering will be
found at this line.

The maximum co-channel interference • considering beam A, will
therefore be found at or near locations given by Al or A2.
The angle of interf.erence, denoted by the line I in Fig 4.13, is
different for N-7 and N-9.
From Fig 2.7 can be calculated that
- Interference angle I - 8.7 degrees for N-7

7

- Interference angle I - 10.5 degrees for N-9.
9
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We can derive from the radiation pattern in Fig 4.9 and appendix
3, that at angle 8-1 the level of the copolarized component is

7

less than -33 dB. So the co-channel interference will probably
met. At an angle 8-1 the level is -30.4 dB. So nearly the top of

9

the second sidelobe level coincides with the minimum of the main
beam. The co-channel interference is expected to be larger than in
case N-7.

This prediction proved to be ·coTrect. Table 4.9 gives the
co-channel interference in decibels for the cases N-7 and N-9. All
three regions, that use the same frequency subband , are
considered:

N main interfering Co-channel level of
beam beams interference main beam

7 3 14 17 -20.4 dB ± -4.03 dB
7 14 3 17 -20.3 dB ± -4.00 dB
7 17 3 14 -20.6 dB ± -4.28 dB

9 9 13 17 -19.8 dB ± -3.90 dB
9 13 9 17 -19.6 dB ± -3.89 dB
9 17 9 13 -18.9 dB ± -4.28 dB

Table 4.9 : Co-channel interference levels

The largest co-channel interference occurs indeed at the edges of
regions (at the cross-over levels).
The co-channel interference is less than -20 dB in case N-7 !!
As expected, the co-channel interference level is larger for N-9
and just too large for the co-channel interference contraint.

4.7.3 Preliminary conclusion

A preliminary conclusion is that an antenna system, consisting of:
- paraboloid with F/). -17, 2a/). -15 and 8 - 41.11 degrees

000

- clusters of square microstripantennas with r 11.0 cm and
ub

E -10.0
r

,which produces 19 beams and uses 7 frequency subbands, meets the
co-channel interference constraint.

Before drawing a general conclusion about this antenna system
above we have to pay attention to 2 deviations, which will occur
in practice:
-clusters with a feed displacement have to be pointed at the
centre of the paraboloid (§ 4.7.4)

-the influence of mutual coupling is investigated in § 4.7.5.
The antenna efficiency is determined in section 4.7.6 .
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4.7.4 Influence of a scanning cluster on the co-channel interference

We'll first see that the clusters on the feed plate have to scan
at the same reference point on the reflector. After investigating
how clusters scan to a desired direction, we'll compare the
radiation pattern of a scanned cluster with the radiation pattern
of a not scanning cluster, the central cluster.

4.7.4.1 Importance of scanning

There is a difference between our calculations and a realized
antenna system.
We assumed that the 19 clusters pointed to the centre of the
paraboloid reflector § 3.3.2 . But the computer program of Streng
[7] uses only the not scanning cluster and "points" it to the
reference point by changing coordinates. We have found so far that
an antenna system with 19 beams might satisfy the co-channel
interference constraint. If we want to realize that antenna system
then we need to know whether the 19 clusters have to scan or not.

Fig 4.14 shows a cluster at the edge of the feed plate.

------__.L....:.~~----~'Z

Fig 4.14 Diffef:etlt edge angles for a cluster at the edge
of the feed plate.

If the cluster is a not scanning cluster, then it directs straight
forward to point P3. It "sees" the point at the edge of the
reflector (P.~.) at an angle 8 . If the cluster is a scanning

.~.

cluster, then its radiation pattern points to the reference point
-+

of the reflector (Pref, coordinates p - (p ,8 ,0); , is the
II II 0 0

offset angle and p - 2F/(l+cos(' ) in Fig 3.2). It "sees" P.~. at
II 0

an angle " ,which is larger than' . Therefore the edge
.~. . eda·

illumination with use of not- scanning and scanning clusters will
differ. If the difference in edge angle is so large that the edge
illumination will be more than about 3 dB larger, then large
differences can be expected between the radiation patterns in the
realized antenna system with not- scanning beams and antenna
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systems with scanning beams . The co-channel interference
constraint will then probably not be met in an antenna system with
not-scanning clusters and the clusters have to scan at the
reference point in order to obtain good agreement between
calculations and a realized antenna system.

In our antenna system the length d is about 3~. F-17~ and 2a-15A
and the offset angle is 41.11 degrees. The not scanning cluster
will therefore have an angle 6 = 16.0 degrees. 6' = 22.0

-d&- ed&e
degrees. The difference in edge illumination will with cluster B3
be about 4 dB.
Thus the clusters have to ~ to the reference point Pre! on the
reflector. Else earlier predictions of the radiation pattern and
the calculations of the co-channel interference of the antenna
system become useless.

4.7.4.2 Scan formulas for a cluster

The scanning of a cluster can be achieved by feeding the elements
of a cluster with different phases. The cluster has to be
considered as a planar array of 4 elements. The resulting scan
direction can be calculated as a function of the phase feeding to
every element with the theory of a planar array [8].

Fig 4.15 shows the 4 elements of the planar array:

x

3

Fig 4.15 : Four elements of planar array

Each antenna element is a ciTcular polarized square microstrip
antenna. The elements have identical radiation patterns. The total
electric field can be obtained by superposition of the electric
fields of the 4 elements. This total electric field is often
written as a product of the array-factor(Afactor) and the
e1ement-factor(Efactor) [8]:
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(4.5)
sin (O.5n ~ )

y y

n sin(O.5~ )
y y

*
sin (O.5n ~ )

with Afactor _ x x
n sin(O.5~ )

x x

E(8,~) _ Afactor * Efactor
n E'

o

Efactor 1

E'- electric field from the middle of the arrayo
n - n * n - number of elements

x y

n- number of elements in x-direction(-2)
x

n- number of elements in y-direction(-2)
y

~- phase of feedsigna1 of x-e1ement- pd*sin8*cos~ + 6
x x x

(4.5.a)

~- phase of feedsigna1 of y-e1ement- pd*sin8*sin~ + 6
y y y

with P - 2tr/)"
d- distance between elements in x-direction

x

6 - phase difference between elements in x-direct.
x

d- distance between elements in y-direction
y

6 - phase difference between elements in y-direct.
y

The element-factor is exactly equal to 1. 0 if, the elements are
isotropic radiaters. Because an element is nearly an isotropic
radiator for smaller angles 8 ( <-3 dB at an angle 8-45 degrees),
we'll assume that the Efactor 1.
The cluster will be considered as two arrays separated d cm in

y

the y-direction, consisting of each two elements, which are
separated d em in the x-direction.

x
With n -n -2 Eqs (4.5) can be rewritten:

x y

E(~:~) _ I eos( O.5~)1 * I cos( o.5~)1 (4.6 )
n 0 x y

The radiation pattern will have a maximum if
eos(O.5~)-cos(O.5~)- 1 ... -;-r/J-O (mod 2tr). So a maximum in

x '1 x '1

scan-direction (' ,~ ) is obtained when :
CL CL

6x- - pdx*sin(6 CL)*COS (~CL)

6 - -Pd *sin(6 )*sin(~ ) (4.7)
'1 y CL CL

In our situation d -d .
x. y

The phases of the feeding signals to
(resp. ~ ,~,~ and ~ ) can be deduced

123 4
given in (4.5.a) and (4.7).

the elements l, 2,3, and 4
with ~ and ~ , which are

:II: y
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When the cluster has to scan in a direction (fJ .CP ) then the
CL CL

relative phases of the feeding signals to the elements have to be:

o degrees

6 degrees
z

~1 - 6 + 6 degreesx y
~2 6y degrees

~3

~4

(4.8)

The predictive scan formulas in this paragraph proved to have an
accuracy of ± 98 % in our antenna system!

4.7.4.3 Influence of scanning cluster on co-channel interference

Though the scan formulas predicted the maximum in the scan
direction (8CL ,CPCL) very well, they say nothing about the

radiation patterns for other angles (fJ,cp). The radiation pattern
of a cluster will become more asymmetric because of scanning.
The differences in radiation patterns between the central beam
(not scanning, nr 1) and a scanning beam (beamnr 2) will be
investigated. If the differences, concerning edge illumination of
the reflector, should be large, then the computer program has to
be changed: The scanning clusters have to be put at the right
feeddisplacements instead of the not-scanning clusters ( which
"scanned" through a change of coordinates). And the radiation
patterns of the beams of the whole antenna system have to be
calculated again as well as the co-channel interference.

The signal of cluster 2 has the following phases: ~1~2- -29

degrees and ~.~ - 0 degrees. (Eqs 4.7 and 4.8)
3 4
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Fig 4.16 shows the contourplots of those two beams at the levels
-1, - 3, - 6, -10 and -15 dB:

59.

33.

CONTOURPLOT OF CLUSTERS
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- =' CL&utc." %
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11.

33.

59.

-69. -45. -39. -15.
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fl. 15.

)(

39. 45. 69.

Fig 4.16 Contourplots of radiation pattern of cluster 1
and scanning cluster 2

(The contours of scanning cluster 2 is transformed to the origin
in order to compare them with the contours of the central
cluster)

The differences are very small in Fig 4.16.
For 0 S ~ s 180 the level of the copolar component of cluster 2
will always be something larger than the one of the not-scanning
cluster. And for 180 < ~ < 360 the copolar level will always be
something smaller
Table 4.10 gives an impression of the variation in angles 9 at
which a certain level is obtained:

Ande (de~rees)

level central cluster cluster 2 max lui
- 1 dB 7.63 < 9 < 7.69 7.59 < 9 < 7.74 0.05
- 3 dB 12.82 < 9 < 13.17 12.71 < , < 13.29 0.12
- 6 dB 17.30 < ,< 18.28 17.07 < , < 18.51 0.23
-10 dB 20.92 < 9 < 22.97 20.55 < , < 23.31 0.37
-15 dB 23.56 < , < 27.15 23.08 < 9 < 27.59 0.48

Table 4.10 Differences in radiation patterns between
central cluster and scanning cluster 2
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The assymmetry of the radiation pattern of a scanning cluster will
be something larger than of the central beam: the range of angles
8 at which a certain level is obtained varies more. The edge
illumination of the reflector in an antenna system with scanning
clusters will therefore be smaller at certain places and at other
places be slightly larger than calculated with the computerprogram
with scanning clusters. The change in edge-illumination will
however be less than -1.0 dB in our situation, because the maximum
deviation of the angle 8 at which a level of -10 dB is obtained is
0.37 degrees and cluster B3 is used. Therefore the co-channel
interference level will probably remain less than -20 dB.

Conclusion

We can conclude that the clusters have to scan, if we want to
realize the antenna system of section 4.7. The appropriate phases
of the feed signal to the elements of a cluster can be calculated.
We will however not find significant differences between the
calculated radiation patterns and co-channel interference of the
realized antenna system with scanning clusters and earlier
calculations. So the co-channel interference will probably remain
small enough.

The most annoying consequence of scanning clusters is that they
need a more complicated beamforming network since it must deliver
a feed signal with different phases to the elements of a cluster
instead of equal phases. This aspect is, however, not investigated
in this report.
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4.7.5 Influence of mutual coupling on co-channel interference

We'll at first have a short look at the mutual coupling for
microstrip antennas. The method, with which we calculate the
influence of the mutual coupling on the co-channel interference,
will be derived. This paragraph ends with the results of the
calculation about the mutual coupling in our antennasystem of §
4.7.

4.7.5.1. Mutual coupling for microstrip antennas

The radiation pattern of a radiator is affected by the proximity
of other radiators. This effect is called mutual coupling.
If we consider microstrip antennas, then "surface waves" and
·space waves" are excited.
The "surface waves" are already described in section 3.4.1 . It's
important to remember, that it's possible to reduce the surface
wave excitation by a proper choice of the height (h) and the
dielectric constant of the substrate. The substrate has to be
electrically thin. (E -2.53 ". h<0.09>. ; E -10 ". h<0.03,). )

r 0 r 0

The "space waves" invoke currents on the surfaces of the
surrounding radiators, which start radiating (§ 4.5.1.; Fig 4.5).

There are three methods known, with which the mutual coupling can
be predicted:
-the transmission line method [18]
-the cavity method [19]
-the moment method [20].
The moment method is most complicated, but it delivers the best
agreements between predictions and measurements of the mutual
coupling.

The mutual coupling can be described in terms of the input
impedance or scattering coefficients (with use of the scattering
matrix concept). We'll use this concept in this report, because
it's an easy concept to predict radiation patterns of micros trip
antennas, which are influenced by mutual coupling. A description
of this scattering matrix concept follows.
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Assume we have two rectangular microstrip antennas (linear
polarized), whose pairs can be orientated for either the E-p1ane
or the H-p1ane edges, like in Fig 4.17:

,
•

t
•

Fig 4.17 Orientation of linear polarized rectangular
micros trip antennas

The microstrip antennas are separated 6 cm.
The magnitude of the coupling depends on
-the plane of coupling (E- or H-plane)
-the length(L) and width(W) of mutual coupled edges
-the separation 6.
If the separation becomes smaller, then the mutual coupling will
increase.

The two micros trip antennas can be considered as a two-port
network:

Fig 4.18: S-parameter representation of a two-port network

The incident voltages of element 1 and 2 are al resp. a2.
The reflected voltages of element 1 and 2 are bl resp. b2.
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The scattering matrix S represents the coupling cooeficients in
terms of incident voltages [a] and reflected voltages [b]:

[b]- S [a]

with [b]- ( ~~ )

S- ( Sll S12 )
S21 S22

Sl1- bl I
al

a2-0

521- b2 I
al

a2-0

[a]- ( :~ )

bl

181- 0
512- -a2

b2

lal-o
522- -a2

The (complex) scattering coeeficients 511,512,S21 and 522 can be
measured with the experimental arrangement in Fig 4.19:

GIlOUND PLANE

Fig 4.19 Experimental arrangement for measurement of
microstrip antenna 5-parameters

If port 2 is terminated with a matching looead, then Sl1 and S21
can be measured. 512 and S22 can be found by terminating port 1
with a matching load.

The relation between the excitation voltages(Vi) and the incident
[a] and reflected voltages [b] is given in Eqs. 4.9 if the E-plane
orientation is used (Fig 4.17):

V1 -al - b1 - (1-811)*a1 - S12E*a2

V2 -a2 - b2 (1-S22)*a2 - S21E*a1

(V1 E C)

(V1 E C)
(4.9)

812E-scattering coefficient between element 1 and 2, which
are orientated in E-p1ane

(S21B-scatteringcoefficient between element 1 and 2, which
are orientated in H-plane)

It's possible to calculate the radiation patterns of the two
microstrip antennas by substituting the excitation voltages (Eqs
4.9) in formula (3.14).
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(4.10)

If the two microstrip antennas are orientated in the E-plane (Fig
4.17), then the radiation pattern can be calculated with Eqs 4.10:

2

ED(O,~)- L exp( j(~ +kx'sin9) )*A*E D(O,~ - ~ )
., iii e., i

1-1

2

E (O,~)- L exp( j(~ +kx'sin9) )*A *E (O,~ - ~ )
~ 1-,1 i J. 1 e~ i

x'-x cosp -+ y slnrp
i i ~

with (xl,yl) coordinates of element 1
(x2,y2) coordinates of element 2

Ai-~~ - IA
i
lexp(jr

1
) ,r

i
- phase of the amplitude factor

This example illustrates how the influence of mutual coupling on
the radiation pattern of these two elements can be calculated.
This method can of course be extended to mutual coupling with more
than two micros trip antennas as well as mutual coupling in other
planes than the E-plane in the example.
The following paragraph shows which assumptions will be made in
our antenna system from § 4.7 in order to be able to calculate the
influence of mutual coupling on the radiation pattern.

4.7.5.2 Mutual coupling in our antenna system

Some adaptions have to be made:
In our antenna system we do not use rectangular linear polarized
micros trip antennas but square circular polarized ones. If two
antennas are placed closely next to each other and both operate at
the same frequency-subband, like in Fig 4.20 :

Fig 4.20 : Two circular polarized square microstrip antennas

then the excitation voltages of port 1,2,3,and 4 agree to the
following formula:
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V1 (1-811)*a1 812*a2 - 813E*a3 - 814*a4

V2 -821*a1 + (1-822)*a2 - 823*a3 - 82.B*a4

V3 -831E*a1 - 832*a2 + (1-833)*a3 -834*a4 (4.11)

V4 -841*a1 - 842B*a2 - 834*a3 + (1-84.)*a4

The radiating fields of port land 4 have a different
pole. ;zation, horizontal resp. vertical polarization. T~.... mutual
coupling will therefore be small and we'll neglect this coupling.
Idem port 2 and 3. So Sl.-841-S23-S32-0.
Further we'll assume that the coupling between ports of an element
(port 1 and 2, and port 3 and 4) can be neglected. 80
S12-821-834-S.3-0.
Elements, that lie close next to an other element, are in our
antenna system (Fig 4.8.a) always from a different cluster and thus
use a different frequency subband. If a radiating element A,
operating in frequency-subband f1, is placed in the proximity of
element B, which operates in the different frequency subband f2,

then invokes element A radiation by element B in the
frequency-subband fl. But element A will not influence the
radiation pattern of element B in the frequency-subband f2. And
vice versa.
80 if we want to calculate the influence of mutual coupling
between element A and B in our antenna system, then we regard
element B as a parasitical (not excited) element [a3-a4-0 in Eqs
4.11]. And vice versa [al-a2-0 in Eqs 4.11].

Equation 4.11 reduces to

V1- (1-811)*al
V2- (1-822)*a2
V3- - 831B*al
V4- -S42E*a2

(4.12)

The modulus of the reflection coefficients (811 and 822) is about
-10 dB in practical antenna systems (18111 2_18221 2_ -20 dB).
The modulus of the mutual coupling in the E- and H-p1ane for
separations 6 larger than 0.15 wavelengths are about -10 dB or
less [15]: 1831BI 2-18.2E\2- -20 dB.

We learned that we'll treat elements, that are placed closely next
to each other, as parasitical elements.
Because there are 75 (18*4+1*3) other elements on the feed plate,
we'll assume further that only the mutual coupling by elements
placed very closely next to the element considered in the E- or
H-plane is significant. The influence from other elements will be
neglected.
As one can see in Fig 4.8.a, every element on the feed plate will
have then one or zero relavant mutually coupled element: Clusters
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 11 and 17 have 4 mutually coupled elements;
Clusters 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18 and 19 have 2 mutually
coupled elements.

In the following calculations, we'll assume that every element has
an equal input reflection coefficient : 8u - 0.1 ,1-1,2.
We are now able to calculate the influence of the mutual coupling
on the radiation pattern in the way described in this paragraph,
with the modulus and phase of the mutual coupling coefficient as
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variables. This will be done for the radiation pattern of the
central beam in § 4.7.5.3 and for scanned beam nr 3 in § 4.7.5.4.

4.7.5.3 Influence mutual coupling on radiation pattern
of central beam

It's important to keep in mind, that we mention with the
"radiation pattern of ~ cluster" the radiation pattern, which will
incident on the reflector. A "~" denotes the radiation pattern
of the electric far fields, that are reflected against the
reflector coming from a cluster.

4.7.5.3.1 Mutual coupling for central cluster

Fig 4.21 shows cluster 1 with its four relevant mutually coupled
elements:

~(c...)

0 1

'
'1 DIO

IS' 9

0 8 rQllis D~,. I

-----t-----ll-----t-------t)( C,...)
- r-lUis .rQlis

0 6 ·"oris D~, )

DI~ -11.2 0 '1
loa "

Fig 4.21 Central cluster with its four relevant mutually
coupled elements

The radiation pattern of the central cluster with mutual coupling
can be calculated with use of formula 3.14:
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16
E8(8.~)-L exp( j(~ +kx'sin8) )*A*E 8(8.~ - ~ )

1 1 1 e 11-1

16
E (8,~)- ~ exp( J'(~ +kx'sin8) )*A *E (8 m - m )
~ L. 1 1 1 e~ ..... ....1

1-1

(4.13)

.1. -m - 90 degrees
"21 .... 21

A - 0.9 (i-1, .. )
1

A -IA lexp(jr ) - S9,lE9 9 9
A -IA I exp(Jr ) - SlO, 2B10 10 10
A -I A Iexp (j C' ) - S11 , 3E

11 11 11
A12-IA12Iexp(j~2 ) - S12,4B

(i-l •..• 8)

(i-1, .. ,8)

S13,5E

S14,6B

- S15,'E

S16,SB

x -x -x -x -x -x -x -x - r1 2 3 4 9 10 11 12 axls
x -x -x -x -x -x -x -x --r5 6 , S 13 14 15 16 axis
Yl -Y2-Y'-YS- r axis

Y3-Y4-YS-Y6--raXiS

Y9-Y10-Y1S-Y16- 17.2 (em)

Y11-Y12-Y13-Y14- -17.2 (em)

The maximum modulus of the mutual coupling coefficient from
measurements [15] will be used: ISi,JEI - ISi,JBI - 0.1 , for i.j E

(1.16) else stated otherwise. No measurements are known of the
phase of the mutual coupling coefficients.
Important radiation parameters of four kinds of coupling will be
compared to those parameters of the central cluster without mutual
coupling in three planes : ~O, ~5 and ~ 90 degrees.
The parameters are the half-power beamwidth (8 ), 8 (the

-3dB -10dB

angle 8 at which the -10 dB level is obtained) and the level of
the side10be SL(See Fig 3.12).
The relevant range of 8 will be the range: 0 S 8 s 25 degrees.
Table 4.11 gives the radiation parameters for the central cluster
without mutual coupling:

deJtrees

plane 8 8 SL(dB)-3dB -10dB

~ - 0 25.6 20.9 -3.1
~ -45 26.4 23.0 -10.8
~ -90 25.6 20.9 -3.1

Table 4.11 Radiation parameters of central cluster without
mutual coupling

The cross-polarization is less than -40 dB in the relevant range
of angle 8.
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4.7.5.3.2 Four kinds of coupling

Four kinds of coupling will be investigated:
A) The mutual coupling is in-phase for every relevant mutual

coupled element: ~ r - 0 degrees for i-9 •..• l6.
i

B) The coupling is in-phase for two elements and out-of-phase for
the two other elements: ~ r -0 degrees for i-9 •..• l2;

i

r -180 degrees for i-13 •..• l6.
i

C) The coupling is in "mis-phase": a mutually coupled element does
not produce correct circular polarized electric fields:e.g.
ri,J,E-180 and ri,JB-135 ~ r -r -r -r -180; r -r -r -

9 11 13 15 10 12 14

r - 135 degrees.
16

D) The mutual coupling is out-of-phase for every relevant mutual
coupled element: ~ r - 180 degrees for i-9 •..• l6 .

i

Situation A: Coupling in-phase

The radiation parameters can be found in Table 4.12:

degrees

plane 0 0 SL(dB)
-3dB -10dB

cp - 0 25.6 20.9 -3.1
cp -45 24.4(-2.0) 22.2(-0.8) -10.7(+0.1)
cp -90 24. O( -1. 6) 19.7(-1.2) -3.1

Table 4.12: Radiation parameters of central cluster with
coupling in-phase for all four elements

The difference between table 4.12 and Table 4.11. if exists, is
placed between brackets.
The radiation pattern of the central cluster becomes beter in the
relevant range if the 4 mutually coupled elements are coupled in
phase. The slope of the radiation pattern is steeper.

It can be explained that mutual coupling has no influence on the
radiation pattern in the cp-O-degrees plane. if the mutual coupling
of the four elements of a cluster is equal in phase and amplitude
for every element. We define for this purpose an "effective radius
on axis" in Fig 4.22.
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Fig 4.22 shows the central cluster with mutual coupling and a
cluster with no mutual coupling but an "effective radius on axis"
(r ):

eff

~ ~

~ '1. 2 ~ 1)·1

~ ~
B r,u @1

"Alis r4Jis

- ,.Alis t'&l'is
-t'AI;, 'a';$

~ -r.: . ~ -r&l;

~
~IS

~ -r.

~ -./-% ~ -q.t

r < r < 17.2
axis eff

r -effective radius on axis
eff

Fig 4.22 : Effective radius on axis

The mutual coupling is in-phase and the values of the
amplitude-factor of the feed signal are given in Fig 4.22. Because
every element of the central cluster and its mutually coupled
element produce equal electric fields, we can as it were predict
the total electric field of those two elements by placing an
element in between those elements [(x,y)-(r ,r )] with a real

axis eff

amplitude in the feed signal equal to the addition of the real
amplitudes of the two elements (0.9 + 0.1 - 1.0).
If we look in the ~O-degrees plane, then we have two arrays of
two elements, with the elements in the array separated 2*r em.

axis

In the case of no mutual coupling we had two arrays in which the
elements in the x-direction were separated 2*r cm as

axis

well. Therefore the radiation pattern will not change in the
~O-degrees plane.
The radiation pattern will differ in other planes, as can be
explained using this rough approach.
If we look into the.~90-degrees plane, then we have two arrays of
two elements, with the elements in the arrays separated 2*r cm.

eff

This was 2*r cm in the case of no mutual coupling, thus the
axis

radaition pattern will change. Because 2*r >2*r this results
effaxis
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in a steeper radiation pattern.

Thus the radiation pattern of the central beam will have smaller
first and second sidelobes. In Fig 4.23 a plot is drawn of the
central beam without and with in-phase coupling in the ~90

degrees plane:

9. RADIATION PATTERN OF CENTRAL BEAM

7. 5 ~~ • 3 ~5 • 9

THETA

-:witltlut "'ktc.uU CDCcPtU.~
- -. wil:'. • •

3.8.9

dB
-29.

-49. \
I

\

- 6 9 • L...---'-_...L..----L_.........._J.-----L.._--L----Jl.---i.._....L-----l_....l..-_"'"-----"-_...I...----J

-~5.9 -~~.3 -7.5 -3.8

-39.

-59.

Fig 4.23 Radiation pattern of central beam without and
with mutual in-phase coupling in ~90-degrees

plane

The half -power beamwidth increases from 4.3 to 4.5 degrees. The
second sidelobes decrease from - 30.2 dB to -31. 5 dB. So the
co-channel interference constraint will certianly be met with
in-phase coupling.
So the radiation pattern becomes better if the coupling is
in-phase for all elements of the central cluster.
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Situation ~ Coupling in-phase for two elements and out-of-phase
for the other elements

The radiation parameters are given in Table 4.13:

degrees

plane 8 8 SL(dB)
-3d! -lOd!

rp - 0 25.6 21.3(+0.4) -3.1
rp -45 26.4 23.0 -10.8
rp -90 25.6 20.9 -3.1

Table 4.13: Radiation parameters of central cluster with 2
elements coupled in-phase and the other 2 out-of
phase

There are only small differences between the radiation patterns of
the central cluster with and without mutual coupling.
The radiation patterns are even identical in the rp-90-degrees
plane, because the mutual in-phase and out-of-phase coupled
elements produce electric fields with opposite phases with equal
strengths; So they have no contribution to the total electric
field.
In other planes, only the dip in the radiation pattern becomes
smaller(Fig 3.12). The dip increases in the rp-O-degrees plane from
-26 to -19 dB and in the 'P-45-degrees plane from less than -40 dB
to -25 dB.

Situation ~ Mis-phased mutually coupled elements

(Coupling in E-plane is out-of phase; Coupling in H-plane is
mis-phased: 135 degrees)

The radiation parameters are shown in Table 4.14:

degrees

plane 8 8 SL(dB)
-3d! -lOd!

rp - 0 25.6 20.9 -3.1
rp -45 27.0(+0.6) 23.8(+0.8) -11.2(-0.4)
rp -90 27.0(+1.4) 22.2(+1. 3) -2.4(+0.7

Table 4.14: Radiation parameters with mis-phased mutual
coupling for four elements

The radiation pattern becomes worse. 8 and 8 increase
-3d! -lOd!

with 1.4 degrees respectively 1. 3 degrees in the rp-90-degrees
plane. This is caused by the out-of-phase coupling in the E-plane
180 degrees) and the mis-phasecoupling in the H-plane (135
degrees) .
This out-of-phasecoupling affects the maximum copolar field
strength. This maximum will decrease. And because all the values
of the radiation parameters are normalized on this maximum, the
angles 8 and 8 and the sidelobe level SL will increase in

-3d! -lOd!
the 'P-45 - and rp-90 degrees plane. The radiation pattern won't
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change in ~O-plane as explained under situation A.

The cross-polarization increases from less than -40 dB to -26.6 dB
for the relevant range of 9.
It's obvious that if mutually coupled elements don't produce
circular polarization, that the cross-polarization will increase.
The elements don't produce circular polarization, if:
1. The phase differences between the two ports of the element is

unequal to 90 degrees (like in situation C).
2. or the amplitude of the electric field, coming from the two

ports of one element differ (ISi.jEI '" ISi+l,j+l.BI)
Ad l: Only phase differences can influence the scandirection of
the cluster. If the phase of the mutual coupling in E-p1ane is
identical for every element , then no scan will occur for the
central cluster. But if the phases of the coupling is not equal
for every element, then the radiation pattern of the central
cluster will scan a little.
Ad 2: We have taken in our calculations the moduli of the coupling
coefficients equal to 0.1 (I SE I-I Sft 1-0.1), because this is the
maximum expected mutual coupling. If we would calculate with
different moduli (but lower than 0.1) of the coupling
coefficients, then this would lead to smaller differences in
radiation patterns as found in Table 4.14.

Situation ~ Coupling out-of-phase

Table 4.15 gives the radiation parameters for this situation:

deF;rees

plane 9 9 SL(dB)-3dB -lOdB

rp - 0 25.6 20.9 -3.1
rp -45 27.4(+1.0) 24.0(+1. 0) -10.9
rp -90 28.0(+2.4) 22.5(+1. 6) -2.2(+0.9)

Table 4.15: Radiation parameters of the central cluster with
mutual coupling out-of-phase

This is the worst-case situation: every mutually coupled element
disturbs its appropriate element as much as possible.
The radiation pattern is less steeper and the sidelobe level is
larger with respect to no mutual coupling.
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The contours of the radiation patterns of the central cluster with
and without mutual coupling are plotted in Fig 4.24:
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Fig 4.24 :Contours of central beam without and with
mutual out-of-phase coupling

The differences between the contours of those beams are
significant larger than in Fig 4.16 (due to scanning). The edge
illumination of the reflector will be in case of out-of-phase
coupling always be larger than with no interleaving. Table 4.16
gives an impression of the variation in angles 8 at which a
certain level is obtained:

Angle 8 (degrees)

level Central cluster
without with out-of-phase maxi &8 Imutual coup1inR coupling

-1 7.63 < 8 < 7.69 7.63 < 8 < 8.36 0.67
-3 12.82 < 8 < 13.17 12.82 < 8 < 13.99 0.82
-6 17.30 < 8 < 18.28 17.30 < 8 < 19.25 0.97

-10 20.92 < 8 < 22.97 20.92 < 8 < 24.10 1.13
-15 23.56 < 8 < 27.1.5 23.56 < 8 < 28.42 1.27

Table 4.16: Differences in contours between central
cluster without and with mutual out-of-phase
coupling
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The asymmetry will be much larger due to mutual out-of-phase
coupling as well as the edge illumination!! The edge illumination
will always be larger.

Thus the first and second sidelobe levels of the central beam will
increase.
Fig 4.25 shows the radiation patterns in the ~90-degrees plane of
the central beam without mutual coupling(A) and with mutual
out-of-phase coupling(B):
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Fig 4.25: radiation patterns of central beam without(A) and
with(B) mutual out-of-phase coupling

The maximum value of the copolar field strength decreases from
10.02 to 9.27. The second sidelobe level increases from -30.2 dB
to - 28.5 dB. Because the half-power beamwidth is less than 4.8
degrees(4.2 degrees), this sidelobe-level is too large to meet the
co-channel interference constraint!

4.7.5.3.3 Conclusion

In-phase coupling improves the radiation pattern of the central
beam. But mutual out-of-phase coupling leads to an unacceptable
large sidelobe level in the radiation pattern of the central beam.
The co-channel interference will be too large in this worst-case
situation.
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4.7.5.4. Influence mutual coupling of a scanned beam on
co-channel interference

We'll investigate in this paragraph, whether the conclusion of the
preceding paragraph is valid for the scanned beams. The scanned
beams are more important than the central beam, considering
co-channel interference, because the scanned beams use a
frequency-subband that is used twice or three times. And the
co-channel interference constraint is most severe for the
radiation pattern of the beams, that use the frequency three
times. As an example for these beams, we'll take cluster number 3.

Cluster 3 uses the same frequency-subband as clusters 14 and 17.
The worst-case situation for scanning clusters, will be the case
of mutual out-of-phase coupling of each element of the cluster.
Cluster 3 has 4 relevant mutually coupled elements.
Table 4.17 gives an impression of the contours of cluster 3 with
and without mutual out-of-phase coupling:

Angle 8 (degrees)

level Cluster 3
without with out-of-phase

maxlS81mutual coupling coupling

-1 7.54 < 8 < 7.79 7.59 < 8 < 8.41 0.62
-3 12.69 < 8 < 13.34 12.72 < 8 < 14.09 0.75
-6 17.11 < 8 < 18.59 17.10 < 8 < 19.47 0.88

-10 20.65 < 8 < 23.45 20.62 < 8 < 24.51 1.06
-15 23.21 < e < 27.81 23.15 < e < 29.03 1.22

Table 4.17: Differences in contours between cluster 3
without and with mutual out-of-phase coupling

Just like in Table 4.16, the asymmetry will be much larger due to
mutual coupling. The edge illumination will be too large in order
to meet the co-channel interference constraint! Because the edge
illumination will be larger than in Table 4.16, which resulted in
an already too large co-channel interference.

4.7.5.5 Conclusion

In the worst-case situation (mutual out-of-phase coupling), mutual
coupling will lead to a too large interference level. Whether this
worst-case situation will occur, can only be determined by
measuring the radiation pattern of a realized antenna system.
If the optimal situation would occur (mutual in-phase coupling),
then the co-channel interference level would even become smaller!
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4.7.6 Antenna efficiency

The antenna efficiency q is an important parameter. (l-q)* 100% is
the amount of inputpower that will be lost. Thus the antenna
efficiency should be large. We shall calculate the antenna
efficiency of our antenna system in this paragraph.

The antenna gain in the boresight direction is given by eqs 4.14:

G
4fCA

- -- '7
~2

(4.14)

.-[

with A-surface of circular projected aperture
D-diameter of circular projected aperture(-2a)

The antenna efficiency '7 is given by [21]:

o 2

]

2 IIl

(F + F )sinO/(cos9 +cosO) dO I
cosO o + cosO l * _.::..o__E__B o (4.15)

sinO fC
1 I (IF 1

2
+ IF 1

2
) sinO dOE B

o

with 0 - offset angleo
o- subtended angle

1

F- incident electric field on the reflector in
E

~O-degrees plane of the feed
F- incident electric field on the reflector in

B

~90-degrees plane of the feed

The antenna efficiency q can be partitioned as [22]:

'7 - '7 * '7 * '7 * '7p 1 • :It
(4.16)

with '7 - phase-error efficiency
p

'7
1
- illumination loss(aperture efficiency)

'7 - spill-over efficiency
•

'7 - cross-polarization efficiency.
:It

(Appendix 4 contains the formulas, with which those efficiencies
can be calculated)

The formula for the antenna efficiency (Eqs 4.15) is an
approximation, because it is assumed that total electric field can
be approximated by the average of the incident electric field in
the ~O and ~90-degree plane of the feed.
Our feed, cluster B3, has an equal radiation pattern in the ~O and
~90-degrees plane and a substantial different radiation pattern in
the ~5-degrees plane of the feed (See section 3.4.2). The
use of Formula 4.15 would therefore result in a wrong antenna
A better expectation of the antenna efficiency can be made by
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calculating the antenna efficiency in the cp-O and rp-45-degrees
plane of the feed apart and take the average of those two
efficiency, as is done for our antenna system:

cp-O degrees: Antenna efficiency- 8.5 % ; directivuity - 23.8 dB.
rp-45 degrees: Antenna efficiency- 42.3% ; directivity is 30.8 dB.

The total efficiency of the antenna system will therefore be about
25 %. A reasonable value compared to other multiple-beam antenna
configurations [1,7].
The antenna efficiency is low in the cp-O-degrees plane due to a
very large spill-over: The spill-over efficiency (calculated with
the equations in Appendix 4) is 9.7 %" Therefore more than 90% of
the power will be lost due to spill-over' The spill-over
efficiency in the rp-45-degrees plane is much better: 46.6 %.
The aperture efficiency is ± 90 % in both planes and the
cross-polar- and the phase-error efficiency are approximately
100%.

So we see that a low antenna efficiency is the price we have to
pay in order to obtain an antenna system with a small co-channel
interference level of -20 dB.

We have to put however a note about this co-channel interference
requirement of INMARSAT.
It's not completely clear why INMARSAT demands a co-channel
interference level of -20 dB. It's namely possible to admit larger
co-channel intereference levels by choosing an appropriate
modulation technique.
For example, the Pan European Mobile Communication System requires
a co-channel interference level of -12 dB for their mobile
services [28] .

If a co-channel interference level of -12 dB was required instead
of -20 dB, then the antenna efficiency could be much larger: In
the order of 50% in contrast to 25%.
That's because the sidelobe-levels of the beams can be larger,
thus the edge-illumination of the reflector can be larger and
clusters with a smaller radius on axis can be used. Those clusters
radiate less power for large angles 8 and thus the spill-over
efficiency will increase.
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.2...:. Conclusions

-This report describes an antennasystem, that meets the co-channel
interference level constraint(~ -20 dB) of INMARSAT depending on
the mutual coupling between square micros trip antennas. Mutual
out-of-phase coupling for every element of a cluster of 4
microstrip antennas will disturb the radiation pattern too much.
In other cases the co-channel interference will remain small
enough.

-The new interleaving technique proved to be usefull in this
antenna system. This technique might offer new possibilities as
well in other antenna systems, in which horn antennas could not be
used, because they were too large to be packed closely enough next
to each other. The horn antenna has to be replaced by a cluster of
microstrip antennas, which are small enough to be able to apply
the interleaving technique.
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APPENDIX 1

NON-UNIFORM COMMUNICATION TOWARDS THREE OCEAN REGIONS
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APPENDIX II:

NUMERICAL RESULTS OF RADIATION PATTERN OF CENTRAL BEAM

Antenna system of section 4.7:
Paraboloid: F/A -17 , 2a/A -IS, '-41.11 degrees

o
Feed displacement: f' - 0.0 em , f' --1.25 em , f' - 0.0 em

x y z
Cluster: r - 11.0 em , f - 10.0.

axis r
Plane: ~90 degrees

Angle ,
(degrees)
-15.00
-14.61
-14.21
-13.82
-13 .42
-13.02
-12.63
-12.24
-11.84
-11. 45
-11. 05
-10.66
-10.26
- 9.87
- 9.47
- 9.07
- 8.68
- 8.29
- 7.89
- 7.50
- 7.11
- 6.71
- 6.32
- 5.92
- 5.53
- 5.13
- 4.73
- 4.34
- 3.94
- 3.56
- 3.16
- 2.76
- 2.36
- 1.97
- 1.58
- 1.18
- 0.79
- 0.39

0.00

Copo1ari
sation(dB)

-35.0
-34.8
-35.6
-37.7
-42.3
<-60.0
-43.2
-36.6
-33.1
-31. 2
-30.2
-30.2
-31.4
-34.2
-41. 7
-44.2
-33.0
-28.1
-25.2
-23.5
-22.7
-22.8
-24.3
-28.3
-50.1
-26.7
-19.3
-14.7
-11.4
- 8.8
- 6.7
- 5.0
- 3.6
- 2.4
- 1.5
- 0.9
- 0.4
- 0.1

0.0

Angle ,
(degrees)
+15.00
+14.61
+14.21
+13.82
+13.42
+13.02
+12.63
+12.24
+11.84
+11.45
+11.05
+10.66
+10.26
+ 9.87
+ 9.47
+ 9.07
+ 8.68
+ 8.29
+ 7.89
+ 7.50
+ 7.11
+ 6.71
+ 6.32
+ 5.92
+ 5.53
+ 5.13
+ 4.73
+ 4.34
+ 3.94
+ 3.56
+ 3.16
+ 2.76
+ 2.36
+ 1.97
+ 1.58
+ 1.18
+ 0.79
+ 0.39
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Copo1ari
sation(dB)

-35.0
-34.8
-35.6
-37.7
-42.3

<-60.0
-43.2
-36.6
-33.2
-31. 2
-30.3
-30.3
-31.4
-34.3
-41.8
-44.1
-33.0
-28.1
-25.3
-23.5
-22.7
-22.9
-24.4
-28.6
-55.6
-26.4
-19.1
-14.6
-11.3
- 8.7
- 6.6
- 4.9
- 3.5
- 2.4
- 1. 5
- 0.8
- 0.4
- 0.1



APPENDIX ill :

SCANNING BEAMS

Antenna system of section 4. r:
Paraboloid: F/A -17 , 2a/A -15, 8 -41.11 degrees

o
Cluster: r - 11.0 em , f - 10.0.

axis r

The scan-directions are calculated with the computerprogram of
Streng [7]

beamnr 8 (degree~) Feeddisplacement Copolar
acan acan f'(cm) f'(cm) maximum (abs)

:It y

1 0.00 0 0.0 -1. 3 11.13
2 3.89 90 0.0 -28.2 11.08
3 3.95 28 -24.4 -14.1 10.94
4 4.14 -32 -24.4 14.1 10.93
5 4.24 -90 0.0 28.2 11.07
6 4.16 -150 24.4 14.1 11.21
7 4.00 150 24.4 -14.1 11.20
8 7.92 90 0.0 -56.6 10.91
9 7.18 60 -24.4 -42.4 10.78

10 8.02 28 -49.1 28.3 10.60
11 7.32 -2 -49.0 0.0 10.64
12 8.20 -32 -49.1 -28.3 10.59
13 7.50 -60 -24.5 42.4 10.77
14 8.29 -90 0.0 56.6 10.90
15 7.50 -120 24.5 42.4 11.11
16 8.21 -148 49.1 28.3 11.22
17 7.34 180 49.0 0.0 11.26
18 8.03 150 49.1 -28.3 11.22
19 7.18 120 24.5 -42.4 11.11
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APPENDIX lY.

EFFICIENCY FORMULAS FOR OFFSET PARABOLOID CONFIGURATION

The antenna efficiency q can be partitioned as [23]:

q - q * q * q * q
pi. :II:

with q - phase-error efficiency
p

q - illumination loss(aperture efficiency)
1

q - spill-over efficiency
•

q - cross-polarization efficiency
:II:

(4.16)

The phase-error efficiency q can be calculated with Eqs IV.l:
p

2

oq---:--------------------::"
p [8 ]2!'(IF.I + IF.I> sine/(cose.+ cose) de

(IV.l)

The aperture efficiency q can be calculated with Eqs IV.2:
1
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The spill-over efficiency ~s is given in Eqs IV.3:

o
~ s

8

J1(IF 1
2+IF 1

2) sinO dO
E B

o

(IV.3)

The cross-polarization efficiency ~ is given in Eqs IV.4:
:II:

B

J1 (IF I+IF 1)2 sinO dO
E B

(IV.4)

Formula (4.15) can be used to calculate the total antenna
efficiency.
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